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Saturday, 10:09 pm, 30 August 2003

Just a quick afterthought. The merkiness of the new colouration for Noble Ape is 
shown perfectly with this map shot.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 10:05 pm, 30 August 2003

Back from London yesterday evening. One day left of holidays. I got the August Mailout 
done this morning. Quite some interesting developments coming with Noble Ape in 
the near future. The new landscape generation and colouration makes things look 
particularly merky - almost evil.

As the Mailout says, GDCE went very well. Too late for anything more. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:26 pm, 25 August 2003

At GDCE until Friday. More when I return. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 11:00 pm, 23 August 2003

I saw the Two Towers today. It was funny actually because I knew a lot about the film 
in advance from my childhood memories of the book and the regular shots of the film 
through the pages of White Dwarf. I feel a curtail in my miniature collecting days 
actually. I have been waiting for Fred Reed's paintings to arrive - 60 miniatures - 40 
Imperial Guard and 20 Space Orks. And they haven't shown yet much to my 
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disappointment. I will head down to London without seeing Fred's handiwork.

I have been working on the GDCE lecture pretty heavily this evening. I am condensing 
the slides down to 20-25, which should cover the hour quite comfortably. I am 
concerned that most of the slides require more than two minutes. But I suspect the 
delivery might be a little condensed on the day.

I will be good to move on from the lecture though. I am not anxious about it, so much 
as I can't predict certain factors. I have been told to expect about 100 people. But I can't 
imagine the conference room or other little things like that. The point of font on the 
slides. These kind of irrational things.

So with the miniatures curtailing, I think perhaps more investment into the Noble Ape 
mythology. The larger land format begs for an improved mythology of snow apes and 
how the land remains coherent with seasons in a toroid. I am sure it will resolve itself 
through tens of hours. Just visualising the toroid for an average user should be 
enough for a start.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 09:28 pm, 22 August 2003

More Barbalet Music

I have been listening to some of my early CDs. Some classic samples could be taken 
from them. I have thought about putting more sounds online. My original aim was to 
provide at least ten tracks online with perhaps some cycling to change the variety.

For the past four years my music has remained relatively dormant. Shoot on Crowds 
was the last major recording or at least remixing I undertook. I have attempted some 
remixing here in the UK. But the equipment hasn't been in place and realistically other 
priorities have shown themselves.

So Big - No Friends?

These Microsoft viruses - I wonder why I never receive these Microsoft viruses? I don't 
know whether it is because I don't use the operating system or email client? Perhaps 
my lack of receipt is indicative of my lack of friends? I have links to my email 
addresses all over the web. I get plenty of spam. But I never seem to get these flavour 
of the month viruses.

The flavour of spam I am receiving currently. Single male names with the days of the 
week in the subject line. John sends me Wednesday, Jim sends me Friday. My anti 
spam software fails to pick it every time.
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Like weblogs - I feel left out of the broader electronic community.

Revolution Hip Hop

The greatest thing missing in my musical diet now I have plugged in to WeFunk and 
turned off all other music (apart from occasional medieval music when I need to think 
medi-evil) is revolutionary hip hop. The US fails rather heavily in the vein of 
revolutionary hip hop. Even Dead Prez and X-Clan (RIP) provided nothing close to the 
level of revolution I like in my musical expression.

French hip hop provided some of this for me back in Australia. Although my French hip 
hop has depleted.

With recent correspondence with Alex 'Gurap' Brooks. I have thought a lot about writing 
some tunes. This will all occur in the future. I had an image of Alex online for a while. 
This was removed from my personal history. I would like to rehost it here.

Aforementioned image of Alex 'Gurap' Brooks
Lots of my workmates, finding out about my lecture at GDCE (which will take me from 
this charming document in the next week), have asked me about my thoughts on the 
SCO vs Linux legal tussle. I am glad I haven't ever attached any of my development to 
the GPL. I think Linus should run for Governor of California.

eWEEK: For its part though, SCO has said that there are so many lines of code, and a 
variety of applications and devices that use that code, that simply removing the 
offending code would not be technically feasible or possible and would not solve the 
problem. Do you agree?

Torvalds: They are smoking crack. Their slides said there are [more than] 800,000 
lines of SMP code that are 'infringing,' and they are just off their rocker. The SMP code 
was written by a number of Linux people I know well (I did a lot of the SMP IRQ 
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scalability myself, personally), so their claims are just ludicrous. And they claim they 
own JFS [journaled file system technology] too. Whee. They're not shy about claiming 
ownership of other people's code-while at the same time beating their breasts about 
how they have been wronged. So the SCO people seem to have a few problems 
keeping the truth straight, but if there is something they know all about, it's hypocrisy.

eWEEK: SCO and its lawyers also say that even if that were a workable solution, they 
would still want damages for the illegal use of their code in Linux until the 'fix' was 
implemented. They say Unix code has been in Linux since 2001 and that vendors and 
end users have been profiting from this since then, and they want to be compensated 
for that. Who, they ask, would compensate them under this scenario. Your thoughts on 
this?

Torvalds: Hey, until they can be bothered to show something real, I don't think it's 
even worth discussing.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 09:17 pm, 19 August 2003

WWDC 2003 - Seen

I have finally seen the Apple presentation of Noble Ape at WWDC 2003. Very warming 
actually. The audience participation improved and laughter could be heard. It is a little 
sad that no one has gotten in contact relating to WWDC. Maybe when the DVDs come 
out.

Butta Beats vs KRS One

Whilst trying to find more information about the WeFunk family, I found this link;

http://www.argosy.ca/artofpop/

Featuring Nicholau aka Butta Beats. I can't understand why Butta doesn't have a web 
site. Of all the WeFunk regulars, I think he is the comedy/style of WeFunk. The 
attached interview shows a deeper side to Butta. It begs the question - perhaps Butta 
should battle rap's pseudo-philosopher KRS One.

How to make it happen? The WeFunk radio website was down today too! I'm 
concerned.

From Chaos Comes... Reason?

The Intellectual Property Rights in Game Development white paper that I and a 
number of others have been working to pull together for GDCE has been postponed 
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until 10 October 2003. This has - initially - felt like a blow. But after some serious soul 
searching, I now have the basis of my fifty minute legal dissertation on Intellectual 
Property Right in Game Development focusing on the differences in international law.

My mood swings have equilibrated - although I am mildly upset that my own work has 
been paused whilst working on the white paper and now the lecture. Less emotional 
energy, me thinks.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 07:37 pm, 15 August 2003

In Search Of Groove

Regulars to Barbalet's Log will know my long running interest in WeFunk Radio. 
WeFunk's resident funk/front-man Prof Groove has featured in previous links. Whilst 
looking for more information I found this;

http://ragsdale.mni.mcgill.ca/people.html

Prof Groove aka Nick Foster has a science background. Similar to a project I was 
offered for my honours in Australia. So long ago. Good to get a better rounded sense 
of the WeFunk family.

Rediscovering Vector

I was thinking today about large mapped virtual worlds because I am thinking of 
expanding the Noble Ape mapping to a much larger area - possibly 512 x 512 with a 
better map and Ocelot interface. I was looking through my old Vector code which I 
wrote back in 1990-93. Quite cute. I forgot I included cabins and a general level of 
wilderness slightly higher than Noble Ape. More to come on that front, no doubt.

Introducing the fantasy industry...

I bought some White Dwarf (mag)s off eBay recently of the 1987 era. Very interesting 
in terms of the information on the original magazine and environment. I didn't know 
Games Workshop was founded by Jackson and Livingstone and one other, Peake. 
Jackson and Livingstone are the kings of role playing games in the UK. Second only 
to Gygax (sp?) - the founder of Dungeons and Dragons - in the world.

It was such a different world in 1987. I had forgotten the role playing environment back 
then. I don't think I would feel comfortable with role playing games as an adult. I don't 
even know if I feel comfortable with modern WH 40k wargaming - although my 
miniature collection has swelled in the past year and a half.
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I like the aesthetics but the practicality of finding a group and dealing with the personal 
dynamic. It all seems too much.

But it was strange to see the faces of role playing in Britain in 1987. Ten years on from 
when they founded Games Workshop. I was a little saddened that the names had 
created Games Workshop. The actual creative authors like Rick Priestley and Jervis 
Johnson didn't feature. It all has boffin connotations. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 10:13 pm, 12 August 2003

So I think I have talked enough about the white paper and miniatures for this week. I 
am wrapping the FFT development into the Noble Ape Simulation. I wrote about this 
briefly in the Noble Ape Source Log this evening. The whole Noble Ape site is looking 
a little drab currently. I guess the format of the site has worn in for so long. It needs 
something to make it more refreshing.

More content for lay-folks would help. More software. Developing the FFT algorithm for 
the land format, I have thought about creating an Ocelot viewer which would be just 
the landscape and the mapping part without the underlying Simulation. Would that 
work?

I would like Ocelot to be a thing in itself. The best way to do that is to make a viewer 
that allows real time demonstrations and fly overs. Putting the added dimension into 
Ocelot is something I have been thinking about for a while. To move from third person 
perspective to first person perspective is pretty fundamental in the long term.

So a good time for reflection. I have been thinking about updating the principles of the 
Stockholm rewrite. Move this forward a bit further. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 10:24 pm, 10 August 2003

My weekend? The IGDA IPR White Paper went out to all the contributors for their 
review today. Good response so far. Nice to have it out. Lost all my ebay auctions this 
weekend bar three heavy weapon Squats. I have a package for Fred Reed which I will 
send out t'row. He is nearly finished the Steel Legion. I hope he will have everything 
done and all the figures back to me before I head out to London. It is going to be tight. 
Now I am sending him thirty more including the twenty undercoated Space Orks.

In other news, just writing up the IEEE article. Slow going.

I dusted off some of my old FFT source code as a late night optimisation exercise. 
Always fun. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 11:33 pm, 08 August 2003
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So Long Games Workshop Trafford

I went to the Trafford Centre with my wife tonight. The GW store is closing on Monday 
and I wanted to pay my respects. I bought my signature figure case (four purchased 
so far) and a Space Orks Codex for inspiration for my new purchases. I had a good 
chat with the fellow who normally serves me. All the employees are being transferred 
to other stores. He asked me where I would be shopping in the future. Perhaps 
Stockport, more likely online.

Trafford was my primary local store. A sad day.

Means of Production

I went to an HMV music store with my wife following the GW experience. My wife and I 
were looking at their video range. We are still VHS. Still dial up modem, still VHS. The 
DVD world hasn't reached the same price as digital TV free-view in the UK. When we 
can get a DVD player for about UKP60 - that's when the purchase will take place. Until 
then VHS is the budget alternative.

Looking through there video selection, I had seen roughly 2/3 of their videos. There 
would have been at least 1,000 titles and I had seen that portion. So many films seen, 
so few memorable. None that portrayed my life. None I could bond with. None that 
represented me in any way, yet there were weeks if not months of viewing time in the 
videos I had seen.

My wife and I would probably watch 3-6 videos a month. Sometimes more. During 
winter when the weather is feral probably 10-20 a month. Next to GW, Blockbuster and 
Coke are the stocks I should be buying the way I support these companies. Distant 
forth maybe Apple Computer.

What occurred to me was these films almost all of them were for a mid-American 
audience. The amount of time I had dedicated to viewing these films - phenomenal 
conditioning. The reality is that it isn't economically viable to create regional films that 
describe things that would interest me. So I have to settle for ten minutes of La Haine 
and five minutes of 8mm. Goodfellas, Fight Club - the films that I am someway 
attached to for a wide variety of reasons but they were not made for me. I don't think I 
can ever be the intended audience for a film.

The closest I have felt - a film being made for me - was Shine. That film and its impact 
on the life of my friend, Alex Brooks, was phenomenal. I remember I invited Ronin 
Films to the launch of Isle of the Apes because they employed my friend, Alex. They 
gave him a chance. Alex emailed me today. He thinks I should go with black and 
green on the Orks.

Who controls the means of production for all these hours I have spent watching these 
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poor films?

Will Reichelt

In this light, I found my friend from high school, Will Reichelt, is working as a 3d 
computer animator for the company that does the digital effects for the Matrix et al. Will 
emailed me about a year ago to let me know about his job there. It was probably more 
than a year. But it was nice to see his work. Super glossy. Is Will controlling the 
means of production? The site had a management team. No sign of Will's bio. The 
management team looked like a group of fifty-somethings.

I'm heading back to the white paper this Sunday. In the interim, I have to spray some 
Space Orks and plan a colour scheme for them. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 11:03 pm, 07 August 2003

Finger Lickin' Good Is In The House!

In 1992-1993, a couple of South Australian rappers produced a six track EP. I can't 
remember the name of the EP, but the group was Finger Lickin' Good. Universally 
reviewed as the worst rap album ever produced, it consisted of a series of four bar 
raps and occasional eight bar 'flows'. Between the short line dropping plenty of lingo 
and 'givin' props'. There were thirty seconds between the tracks. Classically bad. I 
emailed the FLG DJ, Groove Terminator. Following his stint with Finger Lickin', he had 
some regional success, I remember when I was at Uni I emailed him about one of 
his tracks with Finger Lickin'. He refused to acknowledge his work with FLG.

FLG defined probably about two years. Basically with a four track you could produce 
better tracks than FLG. Making underground music in Australia, you always had those 
attempting to be commercial that just seemed to be in their own world. But FLG was 
so bad it was good. Not good in a musically competent way. Good in its lack of 
restraint. So tonight I played the tape - all six tracks, twice.

Hats off to FLG, where ever they are now.
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With 3/4 day to go, Fred Reed emailed me a snap of the figures. Fred complained of 
poor lighting, but I think they are stunning!

Exploring Time

Through fumbled means, I have written about exploring time.

I had a flash back today to meeting an Apple engineer at Denny's. He was a rather 
senior fellow, not an engineer at all. But in the hardware divisions and relatively close 
to the top. He drove a Lincoln towncar which I thought was impressive - like a 
hovercraft.

I would think my ability to remember something would remain relatively constant, yet 
relatively recent events don't remain with me. My memory of my childhood remains 
fleeting in places. With the recent Orks purchase I have been thinking about the way I 
want the figures painted. There was a number of transitions of painting styles 
particularly with Orks. From the way they were painted when the models I have came 
out, 1987 - 1993 to present. When the figures came out they would do green and 
yellow mixes on the flesh. It produced an almost comical quality which fitted well with 
the figures and the time. Now it is all green over black, producing a much more 
menacing feel and also the feeling of size. So the question Fred posed to me today - 
do I want an old-school paint job for them. I can't pick half of one kind and half the 
other. It will just look wrong.

So this example of the colours reminds me of two things. First, the key change in 
music in the 19th century where they moved from fractional tuning to logarithmic 
tuning. This was a huge move musically. Bach and Handel when played with the old 
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tuning sounds very different. The image we have of Classical music and early music 
is totally false. The tuning has changed.

Memories are exactly the same. Half my memories are painted yellow and green and 
the others are extra black and green. I can't put the two together. So I have personally 
chosen the yellow and green in my mind. The rest are just put away.

My preference for the Orks are to paint them in the modern way. Black and green. 
Painting them in the old-school way seems fraudulent. Reality is about now. I want to 
say to someone with an eye for these things, that these Orks were painted in the early 
half of this decade. The irony is that GW seems to be moving in a totally different 
direction with their Orks although this has only come from their new painting guide 
which has a very strange example of an ork in violet-white with blood stained teeth. I 
like the dark element. Light skinned orks just seem wrong.

When I showed my wife, she thought the comical way was the only way to do it. 
Another point my wife made was that I have dropped my usual evening of the white 
paper and Noble Ape. I am taking a holiday from both. A summer mental clean up. 
Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 08:29 pm, 05 August 2003

I am having an early night tonight. There is a five day extension on getting the IPR 
white paper out, so I am taking the evening off and doing some light reading instead. 
Maybe some working on paper about the ongoing Noble Ape development.

My thoughts today have been on my work, my 9-5 work, the white paper and the 
miniatures. A justification of my new-found or rekindled interest - how can I explain 
where I am from when my children won't see it. I have explored this narrative through 
the January and February entries to Barbalet's Log. The idea of identity hinged on time 
and time being not only connected with locations but also with events which aren't 
reproducible. Time is not the slice in space where events occur. The three are 
independent.

In this light, I heard today that my old Philosophical sparring partner, Chess Krawczyk 
had passed away. His remembrance service is this Thursday in Canberra. I only 
knew Chess for about a year and a half and hearing about his passing has reminded 
me of a little time in Australia. I tried a Google search, but no images remaining 
online. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:19 pm, 04 August 2003

Last Miniature Discussion for a Long While... I Promise...

I found this link today;
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http://www.solegends.com/citadel/index.htm

Probably one of the best miniature archives I have ever seen. All the catalogues from 
my youth. Impressive and a great reference. And, Games Workshop's financial results 
for this year.

http://investor.games-workshop.com/Results2003/

Very impressive. It is funny how quickly I have returned to an old hobby. A hobby I 
despised for many years. I think I had to repress certain elements of myself through 
sections of my life. I couldn't collect miniatures and live in poverty. The two don't go 
together. Yet poverty, living in very basic conditions with just enough to buy food and 
maintain an internet connection - or just maintain an internet connection and barter 
food for internet - was such a central part of my life in Australia and to a lesser extent 
California. My home computer is still a circa 1997 Mac I rescued from a dumpster. 
Maybe poverty hasn't quite left me.

Onto More Serious Topics

My tiredness seems to have returned. A combination of work and the heat - but I am 
not faring well. I walk to and from work each day which is a good twelve - fifteen 
minutes there and a similar time back. In the winter, I found this would really fatigue 
me. Not the exercise, but the heat loss. I could feel the energy taken out of me for 
walking through the cold for that length of time. Living so close to work is a luxury. So I 
am still exploring my tiredness. Emotional elements play a role. Working on the white 
paper and some heavy frustration associated with that. I have tired consciously 
changing my mood with regards to the white paper but it isn't assisting. The 
document editing process has dragged on way too long. Too many people have their 
own view about what is absolutely right. After six people have read and rewritten a 
section, each in their own style it doesn't really add anything to a document. 
Typographical errors - that is something else.

Between the miniatures and the white paper, I haven't had a lot of time for Noble Ape 
recently. Mridul P seems to be doing some work on the Linux port of Ocelot. But I am 
of little assistance, I don't have Linux and if I could create colour windows etc, I would 
have implemented a Linux version long ago!

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 10:39 pm, 03 August 2003

The addiction grows...

In early February this year, my wife and I headed to Nottingham. In part, to see that part 
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of the world, but mainly to satisfy a childhood desire to see the Games Workshop 
head quarters.

Part of this trip was to try to get represses of some old miniatures from my childhood. 
Not miniatures that I had ever owned - but miniatures I wanted to own as a child. 
Unfortunately they didn't offer the repress service any more. So at the end of last week, 
I found an ebay.co.uk auction that had about 15 of the miniatures I wanted and some 
additional ones I wouldn't mind owning. I have included a link to the image (a 260k 
jpg) of the lot hosted on barbalet.net. The 15 came in a lot of seventy. Looking at the 
figures, there were a few more I was interested in. So about forty out of seventy wasn't 
too bad - I have underlined those in red - the cross, I am not sure about.

I hope to have the miniatures in the next week or so. I don't know what condition they 
are in. The auction said very good, but for their age and the slight discolourations 
indicate they could be in any condition - jpeg is very kind. I found some old White 
Dwarfs on offer too that come from the same time as the miniatures. Both date back 
to 1989-1990, when I became interested in miniatures thanks to my friend, Alex 
'Gurap' Brooks.

Goodbye weekend

I spent most of the weekend working on the IGDA IPR White Paper. Coming closer 
and closer to being completed. The document is driving me a little nuts actually. I 
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keep finding errors that make me think - why hadn't I found this when I read it last time 
or the time before. Maybe the time before that. I guess I am not a good editor for typos 
and general sense points. More a reader than an editor.

I dusted off the Apple Distribution tonight and started integrating it towards inclusion 
with the active Noble Ape source code. It still crashes when Altivec isn't defined.

UK History's Treatment of Northern Ireland

And when I needed a break, I watched UK History's special on the Provisional IRA 
from Bloody Sunday to the present. Very very sad. Neither side seems to be learning 
anything. I really can't understand why people don't just give up and move. If I was 
republican Irish, I would move south and if I was loyalist, I would move to the UK 
mainland. No bit of soil is beautiful enough to die for. All very sad. Poverty - that is the 
unspoken problem. When the economy picked up in Northern Ireland, folks got jobs. 
Both sides were spending their time working rather than plotting.

It does seem strange that the IRA put bombs in Warrington and Manchester. 
Warrington - hardly a prime target - just a whole lot of working folk. I've seen the 
section of Manchester the IRA bombed. They got good warning fortunately and the 
place was clear. It damaged the Manchester Games Workshop - to tie it all together.

I've got to catch some zzz. Good night.
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Thursday, 07:31 pm, 31 July 2003

It's the last day of the month...

That's right. Too disturbing to show on the front of the site for another month. This 
month, espeed aka Cantor's, what would the people who died on 11 September 2001 
have said...

http://www.cantor.com/mov/craig_60.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/amy_30.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/chris_60.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/ari_60.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/steve_60.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/mike_60.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/joe_30.mov

http://www.cantor.com/mov/phil_30.mov

This ad campaign is wrong on so many different levels.

In other news, I have gone with the words of my weblog and employed Justin 'Fred' 
Reed to paint some of my neglected Imperial Guard. Fred is known from White Dwarf 
and various GW Codices. I am looking forward to seeing his work fixing my mistakes. 
Here is some of Fred's work modified a little for the Log format.
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Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:46 pm, 28 July 2003

Slowly, I am cludging my way through the insanity of the IGDA IPR white paper and my 
9-5 job. For all the effort of all concerned the white paper is looking like a real 
document now. Something I am actually quite proud to be a part of. My role has been 
relatively administrative - but there has been a lot of administration.

I am not feeling particularly fulfilled doing others' work for all my waking hours. I think I 
have realised that the model of me earning a living and doing my own work after 
hours has to change in the future. The information in the white paper contains a lot of 
details that relate to actual games' companies. How to succeed in IPR negotiations. 
Things of this nature. Fascinating stuff. In contrast - or perhaps in concert - with this, I 
purchased Erik Bethke's Game Development and Production with some of the 
windfall money. I never buy such books any more. It appears to be a very sound-byte 
oriented book, but the information is very valid.

There is a great section early in the book that talks about slowly moving start-ups that 
raise their own revenue through sales. Small products - niche markets etc. Once the 
white paper edit has come to a conclusion or the weekend - which ever comes first - I 
think I will read the book cover to cover.

I am looking for ethical revenue streams. I think the traditional start up model wouldn't 
work for me. I like the shareware proposed model in some regards. But at the same 
time, I think the Planet Noble Ape technology is pretty cool if developed correctly. It is 
the old time vs money equation. Either spend the time or spend the money. The 
former has been the only option up until now.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 11:36 pm, 25 July 2003

I had a bit of a windfall this week. So I went out to dinner with the wife and purchased 
a few computer magazines. I haven't bought a single computer magazine for about a 
year. I think they are normally a waste of money. I'm not a huge fan of professional 
rags either - and normal news agent computer mags frustrate me a lot more than 
professional rags so I tend to steer clear. I guess I live in a naive world with regards to 
these kind of things.

I purchased a Linux mag and two Mac mags. The Mac mags are almost solid ads. I 
think out of about 230 pages, probably 160+ pages are ads. It used to be bad with 
Mac mags. It has gotten a lot worse. As to be expected the quality of the content is 
poor. I suspect online mags have just removed the market for these kind of 
magazines. I also noticed I couldn't find any US Mac mags. Both UK versions were 
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syndications of US branded Mac mags.

The Linux mag was in somewhat stark contrast. I suspect a Linux mag reader is 
typically more technically savvy and doesn't need so many pages of price fixed 
machines. New computers are very expensive - still. When looking at features I can 
get a Mac for a comparable PC price but they are still too pricey. I can not justify paying 
roughly a month's income for something which will devalue so rapidly. And on the flip 
side, the second hand market is just as pegged.

One point that concerned me is the seedy business aspect of the Linux mag. I have 
suspected this reading about the SCO case online. That people who have made 
Linux their business and look to make money through cutting the software are 
comparable to second hand car dealers. The magazine confirmed this with 
numerous articles on setting up training businesses etc. It did contain an article about 
compiler parsing which you would never see in a Mac mag. Even in the golden age of 
the mid-late 80s. I don't think you would see a mainstream Mac publication touching 
compiler technology.

I picked up the latest White Dwarf too and an additional Sergeant for my long suffering 
Imperial Guard army... It actually looks quite impressive set out. I have just put a 
precursory look through the White Dwarf. It looks slightly weaker than last issue - but it 
could just be the amount of fluff per real article.

In other news, I have been thinking about introducing the planet simulation into the 
Noble Ape Simulation within the next few days - or at lease building a hack method 
initially and then just bridge the gap. I found this online today;

This is a very important piece of software.
From: Hiram (freeLunch.apps + expensiveSandwich.apps) Version: 0.663, 7/20/2003 
03:47AM PST

I recommend starting a day's work with fifteen minutes of contemplation of this 
application's output windows. Become the ape.

It is good to know people are feeling the Simulation. I don't want it to become a 
religion, but I like touching people with the development. I find it strange that the 
Simulation produces such polar comments on websites. Those that are libel to 
grandstand see the Simulation as a soft target. I actually use all criticism of the 
software to improve the software so actual negative comments legitimately about the 
software help the development. I have written about this excessively in the past. I don't 
dwell no more.

What else have I been doing? Lots of IPR Committee work. We have reached the 
middle of the final review group's work on the White Paper. It's coming together. As the 
co-chair, I can't show fear. But I was a little concerned before this week. But things are 
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coming together well. Lot's of reading and some writing and editing.

Work has been tiring. Very energy sapping. I am starting to wonder about all these 
extra curricular pursuits. Hence, I guess, the lack of weblog entries this week. I don't 
really get a sense of a regular Barbalet's Log readership either. I could be wrong. 
Folks are buying shares in Barbalet's Log, but I am not getting the traffic that I get 
through Noble Ape. Typically 0.5% or something sufficiently borderline.

WeFunk now updates their program from the CKUT updated archive. Poorer quality 
with ads but it does prove the show is still playing and last week's featured the 
indubitably funky stylings of Butta Beats. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 06:51 pm, 22 July 2003

A couple of classic quotes I found online today and yesterday. Today, this one from 
CNet;

The European Union, which tends to be far more regulatory than the United States 
government, did adopt opt-in and has set a deadline of Nov. 1 for e-mail marketers to 
comply. Last week, the DMA condemned the move: 'The EU's policy simply does not 
help either businesses or consumers... Banning commercial e-mail keeps the 
consumers in the dark about new products and opportunities. It will only stop e-mail 
from legitimate companies.'

Perhaps we can choose to read press-releases, sorry, articles on their products. The 
US government's failure to deal with spam! The CNet article mentioned that Microsoft 
and other large tech companies are members of DMA. So the conspiracy continues 
as to why we haven't seen any spam law or serious spam litigation. Turn off.

One of my favourites from yesterday, this time BBC News' website;

Stephen Jakobi of Fair Trials Abroad, which has been campaigning for proper access 
to legal advice for the detainees, criticised President Bush's description of the men as 
'bad people'. He said Mr Bush was a 'moron' whose comments had killed off any 
prospect of a fair trial, adding that Lord Goldsmith had been sent off 'on a mission 
impossible'.

If only our publicly elected officials could be so frank. Good evening.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 10:35 pm, 20 July 2003

Where's My Weekend Gone?!

I got the final review draft of the white paper out to the IPR folk. I spent about a day 
writing a map compression algorithm for Noble Ape which works but only gives 
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between 50-75% compression. Okay, I guess.

I have watched Reservoir Dogs, Goodfellas and the Predator this weekend. An old 
movie update review. Goodfellas is one of my favourite movies of all time and the 
Predator influenced a lot of my development that lead into Noble Ape. I also watched 
the Up In Smoke tour video. Disappointing. Formulaic. I suspect listening to copious 
quantities of WeFunk Radio has changed my preferred rap/hip-hop styles. It was 
strange actually watching the tour video - in particular the kinds of folks going to see 
Ice Cube, Eminem, Dre et al perform.

I guess seeing Ice Cube perform his songs makes you realise that a lot of his music 
is lost in the visual performance. It is better to listen to his music and generate your 
own perceptive interpretations of it. I purchased his War disc at the same time. I had 
one in Australia - but I don't know when I am going to see it again. I almost suspect it 
has been assimilated with my brother's music collection.

My wife spent a while talking to me about why I liked Goodfellas so much. The same 
quality, I guess, from the Sopranos. Camaraderie. The light moments. The emphasis 
on food - which doesn't really come through in Goodfellas but it is there. Something I 
caught this viewing is the tolerance the police had of the old Mafia ways but as soon 
as narcotics became involved, the tolerance of the police changed.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 09:32 pm, 18 July 2003

Sorry...

I haven't been a very good web logger over the past week. I have been flat out on all 
fronts and this weekend is looking no different. Substantial parsing to be done, but 
Noble Ape is getting interesting. I am introducing some expansion changes like 
dynamic land and controllable brain functions. I am providing some example files to 
show these new features too.

Noble Ape Development

I have been thinking in - not necessarily harsh terms - but critical terms about the 
Simulation. There is now a solid user base that seems to post nice or at least 
humorous comments on download sites. Time to pick up new serious users.

The main under the hood I am working on currently is dynamic land which involves a 
compression algorithm. The algorithm is quite advanced in reduction terms for large 
maps, but I don't know how I will implement it with the Noble Ape Simulation's 
minimalist size requirements. It isn't huge in any case. I am optimising the algorithm 
currently for a Noble Ape introduction.
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Getting more people involved with the open source side is pretty critical. Components 
that don't relate to programming, we seem to have enough people on the Developers' 
Mailing List to cover that and Mridul P and I seem to have the programming covered.

I would like more Mac folks involved. A little disappointed with the response post 
WWDC. But it is to be expected. I have a mailout to work on this weekend too. Always 
an interesting task.

IPR Committee News, Cleaners et al

I have the extras of the text together - so just some final glue and a number of bits 
missing. I am hoping to do the final draft assembly this weekend. Actually on Saturday 
morning. But it remains to be seen.

I have convinced my wife to hire a cleaner. Now we need to select the cleaner. 
Cleaning the house is one of those 1990s men's tasks which I dutifully fulfilled for the 
first couple of years living in Wilmslow, but I would much rather pay someone and 
spend my time getting additional work done. I almost bought a stupid spelling 
mistake domain name today. So clearly I am coming apart with lack of purpose.

My wife is working this weekend. So all the old projects can come out to be worked on. 
The main one is organising everything for an equipment upgrade and a large 
donation of stuff to charity. I like giving away a large portion of my possessions to 
charity - perhaps a sympathy to the practical aspects of Buddhism. It actually comes 
from the times in my life when I have been travelling. I have never had a lot of 
possessions.

WeFunk Interview - Progressive Distribution

Enough rambling. One final point I have been putting off adding to the weblog all this 
week. Show 220 of Wefunk has an interview with DJ Egon where he talks about 
collecting and piecing together funk record releases. How they started on small labels 
and then progressively worked through labels with larger and larger distributions. 
This fascinated me. The image of small presses dotted throughout the US seems to 
go against the image and the experience I had in the US of super-conglomerates. The 
yardstick of success is very different. I don't know if the phenomenon still exists. The 
WeFunk interview only highlighted three or four presses over the US and the UK.

My dreams of being funky on keys could come true in the near future. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:56 pm, 14 July 2003

Just after I posted this log, I got an email from Nathan Slingerland confirming that 
Apple would send the DVDs of WWDC 2003 including Session 506 for me. Very nice. 
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There is no ETA on it yet, but it will be great to have my own copy. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:52 pm, 14 July 2003

I got an email from Ian Kitajima in response to my log entry on him. This log rates 
number 1 on Google for Ian Kitajima searches. Very positive email about the iON 
development. I pointed Ian towards Sourceforge. Hopefully we will have a mailing list 
and some more action on that front.

I have become quite tired in the evenings. I was concerned that I had overcommitted 
for the Noble Ape release this week and also pulling together an IGDA draft white-
paper in full. But I have been able to get the Noble Ape manual to a point where a 
release could be happening on Wednesday. No earlier.

I got an email from Nathan Slingerland today too. I might just get to see the Apple 
WWDC Session 506 video. It would be really nice actually. He still hasn't confirmed he 
can get me the video. He mentioned it is available for ADC Premier members. I think I 
would be a very different person if I was an ADC Premier member.

In the trail of Membership Remorse, I rejoined IEEE today. The last address they had 
on file for me was in California which tells you how long ago it has been since I 
renewed my membership. I am thinking of consolidating my membership sometime 
in 2004. I will maintain IGDA, but ACM SIGGRAPH, it is cheap, but I don't feel like an 
active member and I don't see the benefits. AAAI? Scary. Very scary.

Not much else to report. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 07:37 am, 13 July 2003

Digital Community - Where You At?

For the past month, I have been trying to make contact with old friends via email. Not a 
huge number - just four. I know their email addresses from their recently updated 
websites but to-date not one response.

I often wonder about the internet in terms of narratives of putting people closer 
together. Does it work? Or does it just serve to isolate you more. I have often wanted 
to be a part of a digital community. When I joined Sourceforge a part of me wondered 
if the digital community would be around me with my Noble Ape developments. Not to 
be too cynical, the Noble Ape Developers' Mailing List does pretty well. But aside from 
Dave Kerr who chronicles his developments online, I don't really get a sense of most 
of the people on the mailing list. It's not a community. I have asked for 
introductions/bios and photos etc to add a community sense to the list through the 
Noble Ape site - but none have been forthcoming.
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A number of folks seem to be writing about the amazing advances in technology - how 
it is bringing people closer. I am so sick of this nonsense normative upper-middle-
class narrative. The whole technology explosion has missed a substantial 
percentage of the population who still own Fords and drink Coke - ie they are not non-
consumers, they just haven't been presented computer-technology and the internet in 
a good light. I loved travelling around the US by train just to meet Americans who didn't 
own computers and there were a substantial number. Mr Gates and Mr Jobs could 
have learnt a lot through my train focus groups.

So the arrogance of the digital press and the arrogance of technology companies 
doesn't create a real community. What fosters community? Strangely. I feel part of a 
community when I listen to WeFunk Radio. To a less extent but more in a connection 
with my childhood, I feel part of a community when I paint my miniatures - all boots on 
and all based by the end of today. I feel part of a community with my IGDA IPR 
Committee work - although I am regularly told that I must use Microsoft Word like it 
was freeware or something - but that's another story.

The irony is that all these communities are still me sitting on my own. Games 
Workshop doesn't call me up and say, 'Hey! We got a tyrannid and ork grudge match 
going down in Wilmslow, any chance for your Imperial Guard coming in as half-time 
amusement?' It just doesn't happen.

So my friends of times-past didn't respond. I am left to continue my development in 
peace. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 05:57 am, 12 July 2003

Brrrr.... a really early morning weblog this morning. I thought about listening to 
WeFunk live. The site hasn't updated for a while and I wanted to see if the program 
was still about. I haven't heard anything from Groove or Static yet. In fact they are 
playing Tupac which doesn't seem very WeFunk Radio to me. Could be new 
programming?

An update on my general movements...

Lyme Park

Lyme Park is a large estate on the edge of greater Manchester. From 14th century 
until earlier last century it was a family house with a substantial hunting park 
surrounding it. Strangely the estate has managed to maintain an 14th century breed of 
red deer. Amazing creatures and amazing to think these creatures have been 
preserved in such surroundings.

My wife and I did the butler and servant tour last night. Two hours for a relatively small 
estate. Lots of acting between the two actors. Very interesting. A little long but quite 
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detailed and although I am not generally interested in the fascist history of minor 
inheritors who have fortified their land, worth enjoying what my wife termed a romantic 
tour.

Long Suffering Imperial Guard

I put in some serious time on my Imperial Guard army yesterday. So far I have based 
612 points without extras, 672 with extras. It is strange laying out the army in units. It 
identified a big need for Sentinels - large walkers with good armour but weak legs. 
Putting in the time yesterday inspires me to work on the Imperial Guard a little more. 
The next few weeks are going to be busy to say the least but it will be nice to have 
something to cause me to turn off the computer.

On WeFunk...

Apparently Groove and Static are away, and the fill-in DJ is okay. But I need some 
more shut-eye. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 11:29 pm, 10 July 2003

Favourites of WeFunk

Listening to WeFunk Radio is a relatively central part of my day. I have a number of 
shows locally archived and I flit between them giving a near random programming. 
There are some that are more quintessentially WeFunk than others. This is just my 
own personal taste but here are a top three;

Show 212 - Amazing DJ Static mix of vocals and different beats

Show 253 - Potroast Orchestra Freestyles (Butta + two others). Great show 
conclusion where Groove tries to hold some semblance of order whilst the Potroast 
crew deconstruct the deeper meaning of We Funk.

Show 277 - Got all the elements - great cuts from Static and Groove, Butta Beats and 
Olaf freestyling and it is a funding drive show to boot. 278 is pretty good too.

T'row Off

I am taking an allocated holiday from the 9-5 t'row to pursue my own interests. Maybe 
some miniature painting, certainly some work on the IGDA IPR white paper. Maybe a 
little documentation work on Noble Ape. Not really sure. I got the IEEE introduction to 
the IEEE folk for some feedback. One less thing to do.

Not much more to add. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Wednesday, 09:11 pm, 09 July 2003

The heat has returned to Manchester. Although it isn't too hot by Australian or 
Californian standards, the delta in temperature has hit my wife and I hard. One thing 
the summer affords us is an evening walk. Walking in the evening improves my 
sleeping no end although the heat evens out the sleep equation.

I am planning on doing a Noble Ape release on Monday, 14 July. The main 
improvements are with the line of sight code and the progression towards scripting. I 
was thinking today, I should attempt a Planet Noble Ape port in the near future similar 
to the integration of Ocelot last year. If I had sat on the fence last year with Ocelot, it 
would never have been integrated.

The problem is there are three technologies that needed to be folded in, over the next 
few versions;

the Apple Distribution code,
scripting, and,
Planet Noble Ape...

Not to mention the Windows and Linux Ocelot port.

Saturday morning is also the crunch for the white paper - well closing the review 
groups. And the IEEE proposal isn't writing itself.

But it is all good clean fun. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 09:15 pm, 07 July 2003

A quiet weekend. I developed a new ape line of sight algorithm with the view to 
integrate it with the graphics line function. I didn't quite get that far, but the groundwork 
is there. I need to revise the Noble Ape documents - which is what I will be doing this 
evening.

The good news - I finished one model in my long suffering Imperial Guard army. A 
Chimera personnel carrier. My wife commented it was beautifully painted. When the 
force is finished, it will be quite impressive. In the interim... I also started on my small 
force of Orks with a new Ork shaman purchased at the Trafford Centre. Much to my 
dismay the Games Workshop at the Trafford Centre is closing. There is no justice in 
the world.

But there is a lot of code to edit. I was hoping to do some work on the Apple code but I 
want to put my time into the documentation in particular expanding the documentation.

Before I go, I found a WeFunk site dedicated to reconstructing lost playlists;
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http://www.haxwell.org/wfpp.html

The fellow's site is interesting too. There must be some connection with Open Source 
and WeFunk Radio! There just must.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 10:23 pm, 03 July 2003

Some work, mainly cosmetic, on the Noble Ape website tonight. The introduction of a 
news section on the front of the site that I will update weekly - probably - some 
random text colour action on the front of the site. But other than that, still pretty similar. 
I am going to target pages for alteration this evening and develop a to-do list, similar 
to my handling of changes with the Simulation.

I got an email this evening from IEEE Computer Graphics, they want me to write a 
paper for next year. It is going to be fun to write a predictive piece. But probably best 
just to write something current, so it will be a historical work in the future!

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 05:23 pm, 03 July 2003

If you ran Noble Ape...

I played an interesting mental hypothesis game with my wife last night. The question 
was, to her, if she ran Noble Ape what would she do. After a five minute discussion 
she came back with the following response.

...I'd Rewrite History

She would rewrite the popular history of Noble Ape removing anyone who wasn't 
currently involved with it. As my wife saw it, the Noble Ape Simulation wasn't getting 
any press or links from the folks that were discussed on the site. She saw that as the 
major problem with moving forward. The history of the development had been 
sterilised and the people who were mentioned on the site were meaningless to the 
development in any sense. They were meaningless at the time they were connected 
with the development and they are even more meaningless now.

It seemed laughable to her that we could live in the conditions that we did with me 
developing on the equipment I did and still pay homage to very fringe individuals who 
added nothing to the development or my ability to maintain the development. None of 
these people emailed me or kept any level of interest with the development.
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This made a lot of sense to me. The website currently hosted about 80 pages and I 
didn't really know what damage control was needed to rewrite or remove sections of 
the site. In the interim I thought I would just remove sections in a brutal site pruning. 
Ironically I had done this with my old interviews about a year ago. Good evening!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 05:32 pm, 02 July 2003

I thought I'd get an early log entry in this evening. The rest of the evening looks devoted 
to more integration of the Apple source code into the active Simulation source. 
Enough on the nerd-stoof - enough for a moment.

The IGDA White Paper is entering a final critical phase where the four review groups - 
each containing about six people - are shut down and the final text is assembled for 
coherence editing. There are still a number of gaps and the review process has been 
fair to middling. It is difficult to get people talking when no one sends any email. But 
the document should be pulled together by GDCE. There is a lot of tight writing in 
there - a few gaps - but nothing too extreme.

I was listening to WeFunk Radio yesterday and I found a track familiar to me through 
the Handsome Boy Modelling School track - the Truth. It turns out to be a song called 
Coffee Cold by;

http://www.galtmacdermot.com/

If I have one lingering dream - aside from getting a good book published - it is to 
record a CD of my own piano compositions in a surrealist jazz/funk style. This track by 
Galt MacDermot reminded me that I shouldn't put the torch down on that one.

The book is looking more of a reality currently. In fact the number three search to get to 
Barbalet's Log last month was;

Tom Barbalet book

I don't know who is typing that - but it was the third to top. I want to revamp the Noble 
Ape site. Whilst I am working on the Apple code (vectorised and threaded version of 
the Simulation), I feel I need something more organic to be working on too. Hence the 
assembly of Orks I guess.

My mind is so scatty prior to the evening meal.

One final point. I looked at Ken Deaton's site this morning. I had done a very quick 
initial look over when I recommended it to Dave Kerr, but not well enough. 
Unfortunately I don't own anything close to running it. The bitter irony I guess. Follow 
your own development dream and don't have enough money to buy computers fast 
enough to run others' development dreams.
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The price of a Powermac G4 - the minimum spec to see the Apple enhancements to 
the Noble Ape Simulation - is still a long way away. I need a top of the line PC to run 
Ken Deaton's stuff. Not much chance. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 11:44 pm, 01 July 2003

So much to write on and so little time. I have come to the bottom of the Apple code. It 
now runs on my Mac OS 9 home machine circa 1997. Nothing elitist about it now. I 
can't get access to either the WWDC session footage or the slides from the Session 
but Sanjay Patel is very kindly writing some comments for the vectorised code.

It is really interesting stuff. Amazing to have Sanjay and Nathan put in some serious 
time. I want to write a vectorised version of Ocelot too.

I have been getting into WeFunk Radio again in a really heavy way recently. I have 
discovered that the poutine that features on a semi-regular basis on WeFunk is 
actually a Montreal speciality fast food. Fries, a special gravy and cheese curd. 
Sounds interesting. My main IGDA contact, Jason Della Rocca, is based in Montreal - 
although I haven't quizzed him about poutine yet. I am thinking of waiting until GDCE 
before I ambush him about how to make the gravy and a good cheese curd substitute.

Jason has a thought provoking game related weblog. I can recommend it for anyone 
interested in some decent insight.

Speaking of links to those in Canada I know, I have made contact with Ken Deaton 
after about three years of no correspondence. Ken tracked me down at SIGGRAPH 99 
when I was handing out Mind Monkeys and Purfect Beats CD/CDROMs. He 
demanded a copy and we hung out for a day or so at the show jamming about making 
3d landscapes in realtime. I went up and visited Ken's company at the time in Toronto. 
Three years on, Ken has another company 3DNA which makes a Shockwave addition 
for 3d environment viewing. I haven't tried it out yet, but I pointed Dave Kerr at Ken's 
site and Ken at Dave's. They live relatively close too.

In other news, I spent the weekend working on the Apple source and assembling an 
Ork fantasy battle army. Very productive! Good night.
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Sunday, 10:58 pm, 29 June 2003

A quick log tonight. Some serious speed typing. I want to get to bed before 11.00pm! 
Relatively eventful weekend. I received the Cadian shock troops and assembled and 
black undercoated 10. From this, the plastic cement was so thick in the air I decided 
to begin gluing my Christmas present from my wife. A box set of Warhammer Fantasy 
Battle. I glued the Ork Army and black undercoated them too.

Aside from that. A doc was written on Scripting in the Noble Ape Simulation and some 
time going through and editing the Apple source. The current aim is to get it to run 
stably on Codewarrior and also my home machine - which is about as far from 
threading and the Velocity Engine as you could imagine. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 06:21 am, 27 June 2003

Long time, no log. I have been putting some quality time into the Noble Ape Source 
Log, due to Apple's WWDC talk involving the Simulation which went down Wednesday 
night my time. So far, not a hug uptake in hits on the site, but I suspect it will take a few 
days for people to leave WWDC and go through their notes. When the DVDs of the 
talks are mailed out - should also produce an upsurge in hits - although I am 
predicting in the 10-15% range.

So the source has gone *live* on Apple's site too, somewhere deep in a 17Mb or so 
download.

The main point of discussion in the Source Log for the past couple of days has been 
about scripting the Simulation. Most of the components already exist in the 
Simulation. I am writing a Scripting the Simulation doc currently. Having typed solidly 
for an hour and a half I finished the introduction and started the main section. Expect a 
long document. I might have to edit it down early. But there is a lot of meat in it - some 
random thoughts - and a construction of how the scripting falls into the Simulation. 
coreio.c plays a large part.

In other news? I hope my Cadian Shock Troops arrive today, so I can start painting 
them over the weekend. I am not holding my breath, and I do have other miniatures to 
paint. But it is a very relaxing activity.

Nothing else to report. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 07:07 pm, 23 June 2003

Paw Down...

My wife has injured her back, and I was cooking dinner tonight from one of her 
recipes. It requires cooking in a metal pot in the oven. She had used a saucepan in 
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the past for a similar recipe. All was going well until I dished up - having already 
gotten the saucepan from the oven and set it on the flame-hood. I carefully put my 
hand under the metal handle and lifted the saucepan. So I had to put the hot 
saucepan down quickly and managed to burn the palm of my hand very neatly.

One thing I wonder about my first aid course - treatment for a burn is simple. Under 
cold running water. But the logic was to draw the heat away from the skin. This didn't 
seem to make any sense to me physically unless the skin continued to burn through 
long after the burn. This was the logic given. My hand is not badly burnt. It just stings 
lightly.

Vectorising and stuff

Apple's WWDC starts today. In fact, when I go online, I am going to check out the 
Apple website for the new products that are supposed to be coming out from this 
somewhat unusual WWDC keynote. This year's WWDC hold special importance 
because my very own Noble Ape Simulation will be displayed by Apple engineers, 
Nathan Slingerland and Sanjay Patel. I must have typed that ten times already in 
various logs. I probably hold the Google high-search for both of them.

Want to see the Apple source code early? I am hosting it on Sourceforge (under Apple 
Distribution);

http://sourceforge.net/projects/nobleape/

Two big additions, the Apple engineers have added, threads and vectorised maths. 
The threads are relatively transparent. The vectorised maths - it is not that it is new to 
me - I have just never seen it so intimately applied before. I am really in awe of how 
smart Nathan and Sanjay are. In their favour, for being part of humanity. They have 
introduced one quite mysterious bug, which won't stop the show, but certainly will be 
investigated heavily by yours-truly.

But returning to the vectorising code, I have been through Apple's website and the 
format for their vectorising information is surprisingly obtuse. I am going through their 
vectorising tutorial currently;

http://developer.apple.com/hardware/ve/tutorial.html

One thing I love with PDF is the download once - review many times. I understand the 
market for G4 optimisation will probably be people with superfast always-on internet 
connections - but I'm just not that man. I started printing the tutorial pages to PDF. Not 
much luck. But I am working my way through it. With the Apple version of the Noble 
Ape Simulation featuring some heavy vectorising - on the ape's brain at least - I am 
going to have to start to know what its all about.
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Good evening.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 07:41 pm, 22 June 2003

Those Long-Suffering Imperial Guard

I dusted off my long-suffering Imperial Guard army yesterday afternoon and 'milli-
putted' (aka green-stuffed) the bases. Just the active-third, I have based already. Still 
two-thirds to go. I want to paint the boots on the remaining two thirds before I base 
them. The project has taken more than six months so far. I think I can put them down 
for a month or more. A lot of it has been to do with my wife's working hours too. When 
she worked weekends, it was an easy hobby to keep me going. Now she isn't, our 
weekends can't be spared for three hours of me sitting under high intensity light 
painting detail.

ApeScript?

Today, I have been thinking and working on the Noble Ape Simulation. I have been 
thinking about scripting the Simulation to free it up on the inside of the Simulation 
Core and the way the Simulation runs. I would like to run the Simulation through a 
command line for something meaningful. For example, run the Simulation for 10,000 
years overnight or run the Simulation with the file output saved to time-stamped files 
to watch the progress of the Simulation over a long period of time.

White Dwarf

On the Imperial Guard guilt, this month's White Dwarf was one of the best I have 
purchased from the newsagent. About eight months ago I went on an obsessive eBay 
purchasing of about 60-80 White Dwarfs which included a number of old classics. But 
this month's contained a number of interesting articles and a new plastic box set of 
Imperial Guard - the Cadians Shock Troops. I have 2 boxes ordered as my monthly 
reward through NuGaming. I was planning on buying some Heavy Support next, but 
the new plastic box set looked like a must have/must paint.

In contrast, my wife bought the new Harry Potter. I am not a huge fan of the formula. I 
also think there is a serious undercurrent of elitism in the novels. Why does Harry 
have to attend an elite boarding school? Why can't wizards have a bit of street cred? 
How about a wizard raised in a council flat in... or a wizard raised in Afghanistan.

You down with IPR - not so far?!

The IPR Committee draws on. No correspondence through the reviewing lists and a 
growing number of texts outstanding. I am thinking of taking an applied holiday for 
about a week to see how things progress. I put too much worry into the group. I 
guess, it is because it will be me standing up in front of a enraged crowd as the fruit 
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comes flying in slow motion.

My work with the Committee does make me think about Ms Rowling and the 
aggressive use of IP law. It is really a contrast between the haves and the have nots. 
For all my rip-off experiences, all my opponents who have taken the ideas, the source 
code, the binary code et al and ran for the money-sacks, have always assumed I 
would be unable to do anything or pay for lawyers more than about three months. And 
you know what, they are right. How little it has benefited all concerned. Well, a few 
millionaires, some substantial grants and an OBE doesn't go a miss. But I am happy 
with my little rented plot in Cheshire and the opportunity to continue to develop Noble 
Ape. No sour grapes here. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 10:44 am, 21 June 2003

It was around midnight last night. I was writing a long log entry about my time in 
Australia when I received the display source code of the Noble Ape Simulation from 
Apple. This is basically the source code Apple engineers are going to show at their 
World Wide Developer Conference next week and also the first source code they are 
going to distribute with their CHUD developer tools, which in turn will be distributed 
with their developer tools updates.

Everything I was writing, seemed more insignificant. I looked at the code twice through 
the entire source. And then went to bed. The new Apple source code pushed my 
thinking into another direction entirely. The vector code they had written made me think 
- Ocelot could run faster with this kind of implementation.

It is amazing to have such feedback from two people who are clearly at the top of their 
game.

The code itself is not entirely a solution. The file handling and some bits like the 
section layers have been broken. But it is an amazing piece of feedback. Good 
morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 11:29 pm, 18 June 2003

I bought the Carmack/Romero book on Amazon today. Apparently it goes up to the 
start of Monkeystone. I met Romero before Monkeystone. I am interested to see if his 
trip to San Jose is mentioned. Wozniak and his people had long connections with 
Romero and Case. Here is a photo from my archives.
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If the names didn't seem too obvious - Steve Wozniak, Stevie Case, John Romero and 
some schmuck. Circa? September 2000? I can't remember, sometime around then. I 
demonstrated Planet Noble Ape to them at the time - a colour version.

In other news, I played AIPlanet tonight. A lot of food for thought. Dave Kerr lists Noble 
Ape as one of his references. I spent too much of this evening fighting the file 
formatting with Noble Ape. I have reverted to a stable version. It is not much fun 
though.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 10:19 pm, 17 June 2003

What a long day. I am getting more tired in the evenings which probably reflects in the 
log entries. The heat mainly. Not living in a hot country means my heat tolerance has 
gone through the floor.

What have my thoughts been this week?

A lot of anger and frustration with the news media. I can't watch the news any more. I 
don't feel I am getting an intellectually reasoned argument. I don't see any probing 
questions. All I see is rhetoric and the press release.
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Perhaps we live in a post-news society.

I have been reading a lot of work for the IGDA Intellectual Property Rights Committee 
white paper. About two thirds of the group are lawyers and the remainder have a solid 
slant towards idealism. Perhaps the burden I bare is the reality of intellectual property 
rights. That what a lawyer says - in cost terms is not always applicable. That 
sometimes cunning and prevention work well too. Defensive aggression leads to 
failure in some cases.

One virtue of the group - it is made up of moderates. Those who have actually 
contributed are moderates. There is no polarisation. It makes it an easier group to 
work with. But now we are in reviewing groups, no one is emailing into the groups. I 
am going to have to demand contributions from all the members in the group.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 11:07 pm, 16 June 2003

I spent the weekend working on the Noble Ape Simulation, doing my IGDA Intellectual 
Property Rights related committee work, playing Age of Empires II and spending time 
with the wife. Film-wise, we saw Fight Club. The second viewing for my wife.

I spoke to my father on the phone this evening. We spent some time talking about the 
remote-ness of our lives in the UK. How we don't really have any British friends and 
how our perceptions of the UK are in fact generated remote from actual British people. 
It seems a little introverted when written. But it was profound at the time.

My understanding of the UK population comes through television and my 9-5 
interactions. Both my wife and I know about the US through having friends in the US - 
my wife knows the US more intimately than I do. But the response of people in the UK 
to various situations still catches us by surprise.

I am on the IGDA AI Interface Standards Committee too. It has made me think about 
game engines a lot more than I do through the IPR committee. The pleasure and 
difficulty I find in Age of Empires II - the fighting back of the enemy and the complex 
strategies of the enemy from simple principles make me wish I could spend more 
time on the AI aspects of Noble Ape and less on getting the Simulation to run on the 
latest OS. The Simulation is reaching critical mass for the OS additions. It is nearly 
fully Mac OS Classic compliant and with Carbon Events - a technical term for multi-
process event threading (?) - the Simulation will be at a level where I can concentrate 
100% on porting it to other platforms. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 11:19 am, 14 June 2003
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WWDC 2003 Update

I watched the two sessions Slingerland and Patel did last year at Apple's WWDC 
2002. I am dealing with two of the best session presenters. My only frustration is it will 
take two to three months for me to see the mov of the presentation. I have seen one 
slide so far and probably won't see the slide/source until after the talk.

The excitement has died a little, it is feeling more normal. But I am looking forward to 
seeing the video.

IGDA IPR Committee

We are into phase two of the editing for the white paper. Ten texts amongst - I think - 
about fourteen editors. It should be interesting. The organisational component is 
something I really enjoy actually. Creating and maintaining functional organisations is 
something that I find exhausting but energising at the same time. I, of course, will be 
numero uno schmuck if something goes a-miss with the white paper, because I will 
be presenting it at the end of August.

What is news?

My initial feeling with WWDC was - this is big news. But the more I think about what 
new is - in a modern sense - the less I see WWDC as news. News seems to be just 
a tight channel of the press release. I have been thinking about writing a press 
release for the WWDC presentation and the continued commitment to Noble Ape 
through distribution by Apple. It is positive - for me at least.

I think it is one of these situations where if you think about something for too long it 
loses all meaning. That can be said for large sections of life.

New Internationalists?

My wife is attending her weekly quilting course today. She has started saying quite 
openly that she likes living in the UK and she would prefer to live here and have 
children here than return to the US. The quality of life in the UK is phenomenal, if you 
have a source of income. We do live in one of the nicest areas of the UK too. But in 
contrast to living in the nicer areas of Silicon Valley. The UK wins hands down. 
Similarly in Australia - the UK wins hands down.

My wife misses aspects of the US. I miss aspects of the US too. But with the current 
economic situation, the decision seems relatively easy.

In terms of the productivity in Noble Ape, the freedom I have with my working hours, on 
a number of levels the UK has been good to us both. Still, having lived here for two 
years, neither of us have any friends. My wife goes out and does courses and 
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classes. But the UK doesn't have an easy of friendship like the US and Australia.

With a heavy caveat - from my experiences...

In the US, you could meet people walking. You could meet people in restaurants. You 
would constantly be introducing yourself in situations. But none of these friendships 
had any real depth.

The friendships I made in Australia were quite different again. But the lingering pattern 
was - the quality of friendship was constantly tested. And perhaps this is a good 
quality.

But it has been a strange experience in the UK. No friends, but lots of fun.

Good morning!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 11:28 pm, 12 June 2003

For some reason there is a 100:1 ratio of people visiting Noble Ape vs Barbalet's Log. 
I must admit the obscure and ever changing text on Barbalet's Log is less impressive 
than the changing software on Noble Ape, but 1% is really poor! Seriously...

I subscribed to the High Desert Warhammer 40,000 club even though I don't live in the 
High Desert. They seem like a splendid and friendly group of mid-20 to 30 year olds. 
In contrast, here I am in Wilmslow with no social outings. But lots of work to do in the 
interim.

I spoke to my father on the phone this evening. We are keeping in regular contact but 
sometimes we run out of things to talk about. He sent me one of his papers on 
Science and I am reading it whilst taking notes.

Pulp Non-Fiction

My wife is now reading the Biz Naz auto-biography. I hear regular exclamations of 'No 
way!' and 'This is so fake!' I made the point to her that if it was shown as a TV 
documentary we would probably watch it. I think that is the difference between books 
and television. There is no chewing with television. I have a fond affection for pulp 
non-fiction though. From the biography of Mark Chapman (which features in the 
Nervana Manual), countless bios of Apple execs, the Nerds books by Cringley, Fire in 
the Valley, Blow - a fuller book than the film... I think pulp non-fiction is just a vice of 
mine.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 10:53 pm, 11 June 2003
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Big Naz Book

After about five months of waiting, the undisclosed online bookseller delivered my 
copy of Shady Bizzness by 'Big Naz' Williams. Williams is Eminem's former body-
guard. I read the book in a single sitting and it served its purpose. It is an account of 
Eminem being a money making pawn for his lawyer/manager Paul Rosenberg. Not 
really anything new. The book is written like a shock-u-mentary. But good, self 
published, self promotion.

By the power of documentation...

I have been thinking about writing more and the power of documentation. This is one 
thing Noble Ape has in its favour currently. A lot of still-relevant documentation on the 
software at least. Perhaps a little less on the cognitive simulation.

But actual words together with software seem to carry some weight. I don't know how 
many users actually read the documentation. One thing is for sure - nearly every 
download results in someone coming to the site to read about the Simulation.

My wife was talking to me tonight about what is occurring currently with the Simulation 
- why the timing - why now all the interest?

I think a lot of it is artificial. Although downloads are up, few email me. There seems to 
be more discussion on download sites and through weblogs on the Simulation. But 
like in 1996-97, there seems to be a lot of interest in the potential.

Friday is the seven year anniversary of Noble Ape. If I had a clue, I would have taken 
Friday off. I was thinking of hosting the January 1998 local-TV news piece from 
Australia on the development. I might still do it, if I can reduce the video down to about 
3-4Mb. It is currently at 12Mb(?)

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 10:52 pm, 10 June 2003

I was looking at the logs today and they are pretty slow. This month has been 
punctuated with the trip to Germany and the current discussion and development with 
Apple.

Up to speed with the Apple development

The Apple discussion has been piecemeal-chronicled in the Noble Ape Source Log. 
The outcome is the WWDC lecture and a continued linking of the Noble Ape 
Simulation source with Apple's developer tools. Potentially just the CHUD developer 
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tools, although hosting on Apple's maintained source code from the developers' site 
would be nice.

Obviously the Noble Ape Simulation has been totally autonomous from Apple for the 
history up until now and maintaining that independence in the future will be relatively 
easy. The great irony - I continue to use a circa 1997 machine for most of my 
development and I can't see any of the current Apple changes on my home machine.

In terms of actual code hacking, there is a lot of potential for integration of the Apple 
branch and the main active simulation. Enough on the nerdy stuff.

Hoover - the largest dam to be named after a cross dresser

My wife and I watched an interesting documentary on J Edgar Hoover and how he 
blackmailed JFK and his brother, to get LBJ as JFK's running mate. I wonder how the 
next generation will see our leaders. It is a pity the rose-coloured-glasses aren't 
removed sooner. That forty years needs to elapse before any critical analysis can be 
achieved in an open forum. An interesting portrait of JFK as a hopeless womaniser 
and Ms Lincoln, JFK's matronly secretary.

I guess with the freedom to talk about powerful figures - power mellows if you don't 
have children to follow your legacy.

Good news, but who's listening?

With the news from Apple, the surprise was how few people I had to share it with. I 
think this is the downside of the hermit-life. Those you find around you aren't 
necessarily those who would understand. I thought of a number of people I could 
email - people like Rushkoff who still writes on open source with a late 90s flavour.

For me, the interesting thing is the progressive change in open source. When Apple 
started pushing its open source strategy they called in all the big BSD folk to talk 
about Darwin et al. Now, a loyal Apple open sourcer who developed open source for 
OS 7 and 8, can get some recognition and assistance. Like I said in the Source Log, I 
am humbled.

It has forced a change in my ultra-sceptical narrative too. It is interesting actually that 
the selective quoters have not been through both the Logs with a fine-tooth-comb. 
There is probably heaps to incriminate through them both.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 10:53 am, 07 June 2003

Back from Germany on Thursday and some serious effort into the Simulation. I am 
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impressed with the postings and the reception to 0.661 - the buggy version. Well, one 
bug, the file saving didn't work reliably and now it does (for 0.662, out early next week).

Hyper Releases Replace Hyper Logging?

This new release schedule for the Noble Ape Simulation shows my own assessment 
of what is important. Pushing bytes seems to be the current feeling. Hard features 
piecemeal down into things that can be implemented quickly. Not major feature 
changes just a whole lot of functionality added over versions.

My feeling? Release often - justifies my new bandwidth.

Apple Supports Open Source

Those that have been following the discussion on the Noble Ape Source Log will 
know about the assistance I am receiving from Apple engineers currently updating the 
Simulation to take advantage of Apple's software and hardware technology. They are 
going to display the Simulation at their World Wide Developer Conference later this 
month in San Francisco. I haven't seen any of their changes/new code yet - but I am 
looking forward to seeing the changes.

I originally started this log entry last night - but decided with my recent travelling that I 
should have an early night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 09:41 pm, 02 June 2003

I am heading to Germany for most of the week. Flying out t'row around lunch time and 
getting back on either Thursday or Friday. I haven't been to Germany since 1999.

Apple runs Noble Ape

My morning started collecting email at 6.20am with an email from a member of Apple 
Computer's Architecture and Performance Group asking how to get the Noble Ape 
Simulation to run for their tests. You have to love Apple. I haven't heard from Apple 
developers like this since the late 1990s and it is nice to get these kind of emails 
impromptu. It makes me feel like I am doing something worthwhile.

Noble Ape Simulation 0.661 Release

I have the software release thing down to a fine art now. I can release a version of 
Noble Ape in about 15 minutes. Today, my theory was I would do it in a lunch time. 
Within 10 minutes almost all sites were live - downloads were counting. But I was 
stumped with one download site from Everyone's a Critic. The fellow had returned and 
continued to slur my development.
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I have to confess - I can't understand how anyone can form a coherent sentence when 
saying Noble Ape is about hype and not thousands of hours of development. But I 
shouldn't be so reactive. Ironically, this was enough to bum me out. Good email, good 
release, a little anxious about the Germany trip, but two posts to a site and I was 
depressed.

Fight the Good Fight

This evening, I was just settling down to write this log and I received a call. Someone 
close had been admitted to hospital for two days and I was not informed. Not that I 
hadn't been informed - but the sense of mortality and futility. That my work with Noble 
Ape was about developing a body of work that was autonomous from me. 
Relationships with humans. This was more important than some bitter fellow's 
musings on a download site. I have been sworn to secrecy about the hospital 
episode - hence the lack of details. But it was perspective placing.

More from me around Friday. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 10:31 pm, 01 June 2003

Coding Epiphany

Moving from my Ideology Recode narrative of last month, I have been thinking about 
the Noble Ape 0.661 release - which with a bit of luck should hit the ether t'row 
afternoon my time. The file is ready to go, but I have found that the upload time can be 
the difference between 1200 downloads in the first hour and 50. Uploading a file 
somewhere in daylight in the UK and US seems to help.

Thinking of my development in terms of a product - a version number. A set of features 
progressively being added both on the operating system level, the graphics and the 
simulation core. I haven't thought of my development in these cold terms. I really don't 
know what I saw my developments as being - but never in cold release terms. Now 
with three versions and solid feedback from each - the release process is addictive. 
More than just being addictive, the thought of thousands of people grabbing my 
software and running it within 48 hours of its release is quite empowering.

In the past, even in the recent May 2003 Development Plan, I thought a release every 
two months was the way to go. The delta between 0.660 and 0.661 has been fourteen 
days. The need for functionality was too great.

I found this with Sourceforge too - although I cut down my Sourceforge usage. But the 
need to do constant development is very great. Sourceforge was actually quite 
unproductive. All the time I put into Sourceforge bought the rating up to at the peak 
around the top 200th project. Now through exhaustion, I seem to keep the 
development in the 80th percentile most of the time.
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So what does the release addiction develop into?

The original Simulation had three releases before all went cold. Three releases on 
the internet at least - 0.30, 0.32 and 0.4. In terms of internet releases, there have been 
five major releases, three in the past four months. The history of heavy internet 
releases has been rewritten in recent months. The top reason. The new server. 
Justifying the Gb/month - the site needs traffic. It needs traffic equal to the four days 
surrounding the release for an entire month. I am currently using about 1/18th of my 
total monthly allocation.

Bowling for Moore?

My wife got the entire first series of the Osbournes' and Bowling for Columbine out on 
video today. Although it was a nice day outside, we were both feeling a little Sunday-
ised.

I have to confess, I am not a huge fan of Mr Moore. He is too right wing for me. I don't 
think he is radical enough and his narrative is normative. It relies on the audience 
being totally factually ignorant.

7 million guns in Canada, 30 million people. 7 guns per 30 people. What is this 10 
million families nonsense?

USA - 7 guns per person - a statistic Moore didn't use

Too much of Columbine was about Moore putting himself in front of the camera. Why 
not a Rules of Engagement type documentary? Although you can't fault the Chris Rock 
clip.

Jason Dill

Following Mr Moore - the Osbournes, a tale of one woman's attempts to extract the 
maximum money from an old geezer who should be in a Birmingham pub. I have to 
feel sorry for Ozzy. I haven't seen the show prior to today, and though Black Sabbath 
was good for Ice T samples, all of his work since has been marred by hardcore-
sellout.

I'm not sure what the deal is with the extremely wealthy and dog mess, but Wozniak 
had exactly the same situation. I guess toilet training your dog is a priority when you 
have one dog and your possessions have a real value.

The highlight of the whole two and a half hours of the first series, liberally cut with 
commercial brakes back to back, was Jason Dill. The bad house guest that never 
leaves is an all to familiar narrative.
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I think Jason Dill would have made a far more interesting documentary topic and it is 
clear he needs Mtv's money a lot more than Mrs O.

Crafts and Hippies

My wife is very craft oriented. She does cross-stitching and patchwork. I have to admit 
it is quite endearing and something I understand because I feel like coding and 
writing in many ways is a craft. I feel like I am electronically knitting with a lot of my 
writing/coding.

My wife has started a patchwork class on Saturday mornings - mainly as an 
opportunity to learn things that would have been passed down over generations 
before. She tells me all of the women who attend the class other than her are over fifty 
- most over sixty. An interesting point she makes, most are old hippies. The class 
broke into a conversation about Ravi Shankar concerts they had all been to - dating 
back to the 1960s.

It seems strange that the kind of people who would be into crafts would also be 
interested or participants in alternative culture. These minds go together?

Good night.
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Saturday, 08:14 am, 31 May 2003

Are You Ready For The Wireless Revolution?

From my narrative on membership remorse, I received an edition of ACM Queue 
yesterday which was titled with Are You Ready For The Wireless Revolution? The 
funny thing is...

I was ready in 1999...

Actually it was more like 1996, but 1999 was the first time I could access investment 
capital. I had the skills, could develop the necessary technology. But mysteriously all 
the wireless investment was in dead-end ethereal companies and actually having 
something and some technical knowledge was a disadvantage.

I was really ready in 2000...

As the Ian Kitajima narrative shows below, I had the product, the direction even the 
trained z88t talker, but still this worked to our disadvantage. Because we actually had 
something - it was worse than having nothing. Nothing is potential. Something is 
something the investors need to understand.

I was super-duper ready in 2001...

I worked for a large cell phone/telecoms manufacturer and met with their senior R&D 
people on location in the country concerned. By this time, having any externally 
generated knowledge was a problem because the company - like all the cell phone 
manufacturers where in the process of reducing their workforce by 75%. In short, I 
was really ready but no one believed wireless had any credibility because all the 
investment had gone into ethereal companies.

In 2002...

Quite frankly, I couldn't care. I grew to find the only people who made money in 1999-
2001 had the wrong motives. The cost of my knowledge and practical experience was 
exploitation. Like virtual reality and hand held, wireless had been an actual set of 
products but had been sullied by get-rich-quick-sters.

In 2003...

I am told from all angles as a game developer and general technology producer that I 
should be producing wireless. Hundreds of thousands, if not millions, is going in to 
promoting wireless with developers and technologists. Let's waste money on trying to 
push a well-beaten mule. I am disgusted by the whole thing. If there is no investment 
in real technology - why waste money on advertising? It is not like the substantial 
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advertising budgets encourage anything bar cynicism.

Having said all of that, a large portion of the Game Developers' Conference Europe 
has sponsored wireless events. I'll try really hard not to picket.

8 Mile Wack

As a devoted WeFunk listener and occasional donator to the cause, and a listener to 
the genre for at least fifteen years, my loyalties are well stamped. But I think aside 
from islands like WeFunk, I just don't find anything familiar with the genre no more. 
Thinking rap is dead.

My wife purchased 8 Mile for use to watch last night. I have to confess, I didn't enjoy it. 
It had the veneer of exploitation. Or more importantly - it was boring. The acting was 
poor. The rapping was relatively luke-warm. The theme was reliant on your knowledge 
of Eminem's publicised former-life, to fill in the script gaps.

I purchased Em's first two albums on the day they were released. I thought in terms of 
tracks per album of enjoyment there was a relatively high ratio for CDs of the time. 
However, it wasn't Public Enemy or NWA or even Run DMC. It was crisp-produced too. 
Very little needle-in-the-groove noise. Very little actual grit. Just sanitised shock.

With later albums, as with the first, Eminem is copying a number of musical/rap 
styles. Listening to WeFunk, I regularly hear the rips of old rap technique that Eminem 
uses. I don't think he intends to plagiarise or use these techniques for anything more 
than positive reference. But the music media, a cigarette paper above the technology 
media, seem to think Eminem invented rap. The way his music has been embraced 
by the mainstream is akin to Harry Potter and childrens' books.

I don't think non-rap-listeners who listen to Eminem, would listen to other rap. There 
is too much product difference.

The only option is to make your own music. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 07:03 pm, 28 May 2003

I found this today when doing a search on Ian Kitajima. Ian and I worked together on 
the iON development which is now hosted on the Noble Ape website and 
Sourceforge. Ian is one of the few people who I worked with in the US (or Australia) 
who could publish a coherent story of how they worked with me - fit for public 
consumption. Ian didn't tell me that this article had come out. I have quoted just a 
subset of it. In terms of articles it is rather difficult to read because it is all a solid 
paragraph. In any case here is the excerpt + paragraphs added;

http://www.tigrnet.org/tigr/reports/06_02issue.html
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... One Japanese buyer of HPK yo-yos was Bandai, world's 3rd largest toy 
manufacturer (Power Rangers, Tamagochi Virtual Pets, etc.)

In 2000, at peak of dot.com craze, Kitajima and wife decided to go for broke, leverage 
their contacts in toy industry and Ian's software development background at Data 
Capture, form their own company, iToy Concepts LLC. Put together partnership with 
brilliant Aussie AI programmer to develop world's first internet pocket toy.

Developed software and hardware specs for toy, codenamed 'iON.' Kids would use toy 
to connect to Internet, download cyber creatures they could play with, breed, train, 
trade and game with online. Kitajima invested $30,000+ seed money, filed trademark 
on 'Pocket-Bytes' name, prepared provisional patents on proprietary software 
operating system, wrote business plan, started feverish hunt for venture capital in 
Hawaii then California.

In end, Kitajima never found capital but did gain unique experience, valuable insights 
into financing of tech company, and even more valuable personal insights. 'I went into 
the VC hunt not knowing much about it but with the attitude that, whatever happened, it 
would be a great leaning experience. And it was. It was a very unforgiving process. 
Most of the people I met were very nice, and many were very encouraging, but it 
quickly became clear that we lacked some things. We had the Power Point 
presentation with all the terms - product positioning matrix, marketing strategy, 
financials, capitalization requirements, exit strategy, etc. - but we didn't have enough 
life experience to be credible.

'When you're in those kinds of presentations, you think you can hide things but your 
cannot. If you don't have certain experiences, VC people are smart enough to go, 'I 
don't think this adds up.' If something's missing, they know. It's how it is. They also 
have to see that you're really, totally, absolutely committed to seeing the idea through. 
Was I? Speaking for myself, I think I was very enthusiastic about iToys; I think I clearly 
presented what needed to be done to make it a success, the roadmap. But in my 
mind, I sort of knew I didn't have the necessary level of commitment to the idea. And 
they could sense it. They want to hear you say, 'I'm gonna make this happen whether 
you give me money or not. Somehow, someway, I'm going to do it and nothing in the 
world will stop me' - and know you aren't just saying it.

'That's the biggest lesson I took from the experience. What didn't I understand about 
myself that they did? They saw I wanted it, and maybe I could have pulled it off if I 
really wanted it - but I didn't want it enough. And I wasn't going to make that 
commitment. It was humbling. But it certainly wasn't a waste. And it also directly led 
me to my next job as CEO of a European wireless startup.' Odd-sounding Helsinki 
company MEET Factory located in Finland, home of Nokia and tech capital of world-
wide wireless phone industry. MEET and PocketBytes had earlier been looking for 
ways to work together, share technology. Both had been on VC circuit hunting money, 
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had lot in common. When Kitajima pulled out of PocketBytes partnership, MEET hired 
him as chief marketing officer. ... 

The sad point on this is that I had lined up a strong potential backer in New York who 
was ready to put the money in, but Ian had lost the fire for the partnership. We remain 
in semi-regular contact, I hear from Ian about twice a year. Ian is one of those people 
who is too much of a 'nice guy' to be a CEO.

Ian doesn't really talk about the iON technology. The current open source portion 
represents only about a third of the total development and not the interesting third 
either. More to be done on that front when the Noble Ape source moves to the next 
level of development. More drag and drop functionality.

One final point. I found this image on an MP3 site of someone calling themselves 
Butta from Canada. Could it be WeFunk Radio's Butta Beats?

Good night!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 08:32 pm, 27 May 2003

I have to confess, I am feeling a little low this evening. My wife started her new job 
which requires her to work in the evenings - again. It was great - a real luxury - to 
spend the weekend with her and the thought that this was still just a special thing 
seems rather sad.

I got in my blurb for the Game Developers' Conference Europe. Relatively generic - but 
that has been my style to-date. Brief and generic. The rest of the evening will be spent 
fixing up the Noble Ape file handling source - well getting it as finished as possible.
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Someone bought some shares in the Noble Ape Source Log - stunning. Now just to 
bring folks to this site. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 11:07 pm, 26 May 2003

Moscow State Circus

We have the Moscow State Circus camped in our back yard from last night. My wife 
and I talked a bit about whether they were actually Russians or whether it was a 
licensed trademark. We haven't ventured out to take a look. I am not sure if they would 
like the locals turning up with digital cameras. We are not sure if they are touring with 
animals either. But quite a spectacle none the less.

Old Image

I was looking for a headshot for the GDCE website. Whilst going through my old 
CDROMs, I found this image;
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It was captured from Wozniak's online camera, the evening John *Capt Crunch* 
Draper and I turned up to repair Draper's Mac. It was the night of MacWorld 2000, I 
seem to remember. We headed up to MacWorld the next day. Draper features 
predominantly in the second webcam capture. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 10:38 pm, 23 May 2003

The End of the Week!

What an insane week it has been. Software release early in the week. Insane week in 
the 9-5. My wife finished one job today - starts another on Tuesday. I found out today I 
will be giving a lecture(?) at the Game Developers' Conference Europe on Intellectual 
Property Rights.

It has been such an insane week - I can't type anything else! More this weekend - and 
*buy* some shares in Barbalet's Log! Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 10:18 pm, 21 May 2003

Ideology Recode

When I was in Australia, I remember in particular my time in the Shed, I would read 
new interface edicts from Apple and snicker to myself. The point about developing 
software was not in the interface but the innovation. It was the content other than the 
interface.

To a certain extent, I still believe in this dream. Content and the ease of providing this 
content should be king.
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But through years of neglect, my OS programming knowledge has fell to the bare 
minimum to get software to run and in the modern spit-polish software environment, 
lack of basic interface - reproducible interface doesn't cut it. Software needs to comply 
completely with look and feel or else.

The Carbon port of the Simulation was the beginning of the end. Then the Windows 
GPI port - although the GPI remains true to my minimalist view. But now the Carbon 
version is the main one released, folks have started to complain that it is a piecemeal 
Carbon implementation. No saving in time and no gain in innovation because I still 
have to implement it all anyway.

I have set myself a relatively gruelling schedule to get the implementation done. I 
need to find some time for the Noble Ape Mailout too.

WeFunk - Donate Your Children

I brought home fourteen hours of WeFunk tonight so I can listen to it as I write 
Barbalet's Log. I have to confess, WeFunk made my day today. The quality and mind 
expanding capacity - forget Kant, Marx, Freud - it's Static, Groove and occasionally 
Butta.

They are back online doing the Streamcasting although I am going for the later 
episodes they have archived.

Good night and peace.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 11:37 pm, 20 May 2003

Professional Membership - Member's Remorse?

I was looking through the aiplanet and I found the list of groups aiplanet was a part. 
Through the narrative on this site - I have some distrust of professional membership 
or membership to large in-development alpha bodies. Many have a self-referential 
commune feel to them.

I had my copy of the SIGGRAPH newsletter in front of me. Like the Game Developer 
magazine, the same authors appear in potentially regular articles. I have never delved 
far enough into the reasons the same faces appear - they could be columned 
academics. But the look and feel of the magazines have limited convergence. The 
Game Developer magazine appears to be sold as well as a part of the IGDA 
subscription. I digress.

So I found a Sourceforge group aistandards(?) which linked with an IGDA group of a 
similar name. I sent an email quickly to the chair with a couple of glaring typos 
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introducing myself and stating my interest. Following his link, I came to his site and a 
link to AAAI. US$140?/pa. Something in that vicinity. A little more than the IGDA 
membership which I still find steep - perhaps from when I paid for it in Australian 
dollars.

I have been thinking about consolidating my memberships for a number of months (ie 
cutting down). But subject to substantial buyer's remorse following, I faxed off my 
application to AAAI with my credit card information and sent an email requesting more 
information on one component of the membership and asking for confirmation of my 
fax/membership. I have heard nothing back from them.

The AI Standards committee on IGDA seems to be a distinctly different group to the 
way Tobi and I are running the Intellectual Property Rights Committee. I suspect the 
distinction is that the AIS committee is an academic group and the IPR group is a 
vocational group. Vocational - with a vacational atmosphere sometimes. But I only felt 
comfortable doing little things like calling as many in the Committee as possible to 
talk about their contributions and get a feel for their interest in the Committee. I wanted 
to eliminate any potential for politics or general nonsense to play a role in who wrote 
what. I feel sufficiently isolated from the community to be a part of any of that 
nonsense anyway. If anything nonsense would have been used against me!

So the conclusion was, I will survey AAAI for a year. The only reason I would continue 
membership is if I could write for their publication or have a role like the IPR 
Committee. I don't want to collect professional membership. SIGGRAPH - some 
legacy there - it is about 1/5 the price of IGDA and 1/7 of AAAI. My IEEE membership 
can be held for five years since my last subscription which was in 2000 from memory. 
I may resubscribe next year.

All these memberships don't map particularly well onto Noble Ape. I am hoping AAAI 
will have a better map. But we are yet to see. Typing any more on these points is 
further speculative.

Mo' Sites, Mo' Traffic, Mo' Problems

I put both Mac Carbon and Windows versions of the Simulation on versiontracker.com 
today. I am not sure how good the site is. They emailed me that both links/info had 
gone online but I couldn't find either on their site.

The software release cycle has ballooned the traversers through the Noble Ape site 
and Sourceforge with downloads and interested look-ups. I think the plan is to 
release six-weekly (bi-seasonal) or less if possible and keep the download waves 
close together. No rest.

I have decided to try to ignore comments on download sites too. They are supposed 
to be left as developer/user feedback - but they never are. The positive feedback 
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comes straight to you in email. Leaving only the rare vitriolic criticism. Looking at 
some of the software and reviews on download sites, it makes you wonder if their is a 
small vocal community that dislikes the Noble Ape development for inarticulate 
reasons. But...

That Open Source Judaism

Reading Doug Rushkoff's weblog, I have started to realise that the loudest most 
vitriolic folk actually win you more fans than enemies. This was my Slashdot 
experience too. Although the vitriol is archived online.

I haven't really understood Doug's recent writings on Open Source Judaism. It came 
after I knew Doug or at least was in the formative phase when I last saw him.

Tom and Doug [May 2001]
I have read some of his early Open Source Jew weblogs and thought - *what has 
Doug gotten himself in for?* This just seems to be so obscure as to be 
incomprehensible - even to a repressed-Jew such as myself.

But from his most recent weblog, it just appears that he is successfully offending a 
different group and good on him. The thing I liked about Doug when I knew him was 
that he annoyed people who should have been annoyed and the rest of us - he was 
just Doug doing his thing.

I feel a lot more at ease knowing he got 8 posts on his site from people that believe in 
what he is saying and thought the negative reviews of his book were extreme.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:51 pm, 19 May 2003

Post release interest...

The world seems somewhat brighter after a release. A new feature-list including a 
number of *this should have gone in version 0.01* points. But I am doing my usual 
assorted sweets trick of picking the fast to do ones first and leaving the long-doing 
ones last.
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Vietnam

Whilst eating dinner I watched a program about Vietnam. Over the last twelve months I 
was in Australia I had a Vietnamese friend who I met because she boarded with my 
father's current wife. I spent quite a bit of time talking with her and we travelled up to 
Sydney. Watching the documentary, just seeing the pauses of the people, reminded 
me of this time of my life which is strangely repressed. But I moved to the US and lost 
relative contact from all my friends. I tried to call most of them from the US - but few 
were interested in maintaining the same level of communication when it was clear I 
wasn't going to return to Australia.

The documentary was quite disturbing. The immense brutality against the 
Vietnamese for such a long time. And the quiet, reflective nature of the people. 
Ultimately my Vietnamese friend and I lived in totally different worlds even though we 
lived relatively close together.

I feel a great deal of peace being married - which I guess was not with me prior to 
meeting my wife. It is strange to think of the discrete elements of time.

Turing's Tacticians

Through the prompting of my wife, I have set up a small website and registered the 
club with Games Workshop. In the process I found out that Turing died in Wilmslow. I 
had thought he was born here. But it appears he came here in later life. The image on 
the site is a combination of artwork with artistic effect.
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I would think of it as satire myself. The Turing image is in the public domain and the 
sketch came from a non-GW site, although it seems familiar to me. Returning to the 
club, the interest is to see if there are others in the are who would be willing to 
play/join the group. I am not really a club person myself, but I wanted to test the water - 
so to speak.

WeFunk Radio was down today - the downloaded archives played on throughout the 
day. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 10:59 pm, 18 May 2003

Day Two of the Release

As planned, I spent most of today getting the Windows version and the remaining 
source code of the Noble Ape Simulation online. Over the next couple of days I will 
look for Windows download sites that just require links and a blurb. I am sure this 
idea mirrors for Windows as well as MacOS.
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The Remains of the Day

I spent the rest of the day - really the evening - reading old White Dwarfs in bed whilst 
the wife read her current novel of choice. The wife reads two to four books per week. It 
puts me to shame actually. Reading battle strategy on end doesn't really compare to a 
good history bio or the occasional comedy fiction my wife consumes.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 11:38 pm, 17 May 2003

Everyone's A Critic!

The Mac versions of the Noble Ape Simulation went online today. MacUpdate was the 
only site that covered the update, the other MacOS site I use MacOSXApps.com 
doesn't update in realtime. In short it means that the new release appears a page 
down a string of other new releases, where as MacUpdate puts the new release at 
the top of their page and progressively updates it down as more releases feature on 
their site.

In the first six hours about 250 downloads from MacUpdate which is comparable to 
the last release I seem to remember. But from these numbers - well typically about 1 
out of 500 downloads - will be a vocal critic who writes something, typically 
unintelligible, online. download.com takes the record here. The comment on 
MacUpdate attacked the old source code.

Fortunately, MacUpdate allows the developers the chance to respond to criticism, so I 
dually did this. I often wonder if it is worth responding to criticism. But if they give me 
the option, and in this case the poster had decided to vent in an environment which 
was unproductive in terms of real feedback. The saga is chronicled in the link below;

http://www.macupdate.com/info.php/id/11094

Which also gives you the application download. It also shows how poor my spelling is 
without a spell checker - which seems to be built into most of my communications 
applications these days.

Windows Version

The big MIA with this release current is the Windows version. I put off putting it online 
today to fix a couple of lingering points and clean up the source code a little bit. T'row 
is a new day.

A Wandering
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I took the afternoon off from the releasing game and went into Manchester to visit my 
wife who is working in the city today and t'row. We actually haven't had a weekend off 
together in a number of weeks. So I thought I would go in and find the Manchester 
Games Workshop and buy some clothes. The Manchester Games Workshop was hit 
by an IRA bomb in 1997(?) together with a large section of Manchester.

So I travelled in post-Mac-release by train. My wife and I had a quick bite and then I 
headed out in search of the Arndale Centre. I found the Arndale Centre quite 
overwhelming. I am not a good mall shopper at the best of times, but the general 
dankness of this mall put it on a lower par than the out of the way small town malls in 
Malaysia or Thailand. The difference was it was huge but still had exposed 
cement/cabling and elements of disarray.

For the large mall, there was one information point with paper maps. The paper map 
didn't map well onto the mall itself. There were a number of straight sections shown 
which were in-fact kinked alleys. After about 20 minutes and the suspicion that the 
Games Workshop didn't exist, I found it down a small alley and off the main walkway. 
You would have missed it, if you hadn't walked to the end of the alley, you wouldn't 
have seen the store. The store was big and very well stocked. A number of large 
games tables and all bar one had groups of people playing on them.

I was hoping to find some *setting up a club* information - but nothing came to light. I 
called my wife and began to head back. It had been raining rather heavily and 
although the mall was undercover, I actually had to leave the mall and circle it at one 
stage to get my barings and find the Information desk. Even though I had my umbrella, 
when you are packed around a number of people an umbrella can be seen as an 
offensive weapon.

Without thinking about it, I had walked around for about half an hour in a relatively 
saturated state. I found the nearest men's clothing shop and bought a complete upper 
body of Manchester wear. A tshirt, shirt, and sweater - all polyester bar the tshirt which 
is poly-cotton. I don't wear synthetics at all normally. I am a cotton wearer. My wife 
wears synthetics but I don't like them. So it was strange to spend an afternoon 
wearing synthetics of central Manchester. I am still wearing them as I type.

Sick of Games Workshop?

I returned to my wife - still at work - and she said, 'Getting sick of Games Workshop?' 
Strangely for all my negative experiences and the level of general alienation I feel in 
Games Workshop stores and with Games Workshop players. My own experiences 
keep me interested. It has many parallels with my thoughts and developments with 
technology. Although I feel dirty and sickened when I am around particular 
technologists - conferences, conventions and alike - I like my own experiences with 
technology.
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There is no paradox - merely the hope that I will find like-minded tacticians. With 
software, I do meet like minded folk, in ebbs and flows. So I feel my romantic/naive 
searching is productive, at least five percent of the time! Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 10:24 pm, 16 May 2003

Before I start, big ups to WeFunk Radio that is broadcasting over the internet 24/7 
again! Peace to Prof Groove, Static and the thinking freestyles of Butta Beats.

Four topics for this evening in no particular order;

Geneva - Convention?

I have been reading about RSS. It would be a relatively easy feature to add to Logtrack, 
but I am still not clear about who would syndicate Barbalet's Log? I have been thinking 
about adding a number of style additions to Logtrack such as colour and more 
dynamic font sets. The standard weblog font - Geneva - is so omnipresent. The 
difficulty is always finding a font which is replicatable on a number of different OSes.

Finding common replication really isn't the issue. Reliable browser interdependence 
seems to go by the wayside. Style-sheets aren't uniformly interpreted but as a majority 
of the internet browsing population uses Internet Explorer on their Windows desktop - 
really there is only one browser and one OS that matters.

Weblogging - Who Does It?

As a test over the past week, I have tried to raise weblogging with the people I see and 
talk to. I am curious whether the folks I know would have any interest in weblogging 
and moreover the kind of people who would put these regular updates on the internet. 
From about twenty people I talked to explicitly - all with some technical skill and 
interest in technology - none of them could see the immediate merit in putting their 
thoughts online.

I have pondered here on a number of entries about who actually creates weblogs and 
the content they put in the logs. In general the super technically savvy don't seem to 
get the weblog principle. I have read a number of developer logs and, in general, 
developers write really good logs. They cover a number of topics from mathematics to 
films to Ikea furniture with a great deal of fluidity. You don't feel like they are selling 
anything and in general the information they provide about their software development 
is also interspersed with a humanist component.

This was the aim of the Noble Ape Source Log initially. The Source Log was inspired 
by a number of developer logs. But for the people I know, even the Californian free-
technology folk or the Australian techno-hippies - weblogs just don't make sense. 
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Firstly, they appreciate that their intimate thoughts aren't profound. That degree of self 
reflective thought seems to need to be in absence to fully embrace writing long journal 
entries or even short ones about what you have read in the New York Times. I have 
stopped writing anything on my nemesis, Stephanie Olsen of CNet, evangelist of 
spammers and internet advertising execs.

So increasingly with no-one around me actually understanding weblogging - why one 
would do it - I have felt disenchanted. My aims with producing weblogs is two-fold. 
Firstly the Source Log is an active history of the Noble Ape development. I know to the 
day when certain features were added or versions were released. It isn't the most 
efficient method - but together with documentation and active source it works.

Barbalet's Log is a little different. I wanted to show that there was a distinction 
between Noble Ape and me - my thoughts, my work, my environment. Although I talk 
about Noble Ape quite a bit here, I would like to have a means to communicate on a 
number of issues that have nothing to do with simulations and ecology.

There is so little serious technology analysis, I hoped Barbalet's Log would contain a 
mix of reflection and serious essay writing. But the Noble Ape site still gets ten times 
the traffic of Barbalet's Log and there is a good reason for that.

Releasing Software

I have often wondered why this is so, but doing a new release of software - as will 
occur over the weekend and on Monday - pushes a number of viewers to the Noble 
Ape site. You would think there would be a critical mass of software interested folk. 
After they got version 0.659 why would they come back for 0.660?

The number of returning folk who get the new version but don't leave a trace indicates 
to me that there is a relatively loyal - if non-communicative user-base for the 
Simulation. Roughly 90-95% of the traffic to the Noble Ape site comes from download 
sites.

There just aren't enough Mac users of freeware/open-source to justify all the folks 
returning to the site being newbie, first time users. I am interested in seeing with this 
new release how many folks come by relative to the last release. The difficulty with 
this release is that the file download tracking is with a new webhost and with 
Sourceforge.

It will be interesting.

Imperial Guard Uber Alles

Now about a third of them are based, the incentive to paint in between coding this 
weekend is relatively great. Once again the wife is working this weekend, so I am 
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back on my lonesome compiling software and putting in the last fixes for the 0.660 
release.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 11:10 pm, 14 May 2003

Making Money - From Your Own Company?

I spoke to my friend Brian Wiles this evening. Brian is one of the last people I know 
who manages to get by running his own company selling technology. Most of the 
class of running their own company and under 25, in 1999, have gotten 9-5s or have 
worked out how to survive with cardboard as their main and sometimes only meal. 
The reality of the technology slow-down has left a lot of people in shock. For me, it 
seems like it was a distant and somewhat artificial memory. The only people that still 
seem to be surviving on technology are the journalists.

Brian and I talked for half an hour about the next big thing and it seems to be a 
conversation I have at least once every two days with someone. For my afterhours 
work, I seem to have a number of eggs in the artificial intelligence, simulation, 
visualisation, game basket. But I would like to use this for a greater political good. I 
am actually quite jarred by copyright signs, trademarked logos and Inc/LLC et al. 
Technology has to be more organic. Even Linux is somewhat sullied by the corporate 
folk.

Open Source Plus

The past month or so has been a progressive plus for my seven years of bone-
headed open source development. I now have a small but interested group of 
developers/testers/typers. The Noble Ape Developer Mailing List has been a success. 
Mridul P is implementing a Linux version of the GPI - enabling the Simulation to be 
ported to Linux at the same time. Following this, maybe a full Ocelot port to Linux? 
Who knows. But it is nice to have folk working, thinking and typing all over the world on 
Noble Ape.

I have been wondering how it reach the critical mass recently. The only linking factor 
has been the Windows development. That seems to be the main bridge. The next 
version release tests this even further with Windows and Mac versions released at the 
same time.

Imperial Guard

I started basing the Imperial Guard with boots already painted, about 26 miniatures 
this evening. I am yet to write my introduction for the High Desert WH40k mailing list. 
Perhaps I should do it now.
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Spare a thought for my long suffering wife who worked 14 hours today and has to be 
up at 5.30am. I will be up soon after. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 08:10 pm, 14 May 2003

Some time spent working on Noble Ape Simulation source - but I am actually going to 
spend the rest of my evening painting my suffering Imperial Guard. I want to have a 
small squad painted and based by the end of the evening. Good night!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tuesday, 05:27 pm, 13 May 2003

Middle-ear slowly fading. I am having a super early night tonight. I am cutting down 
what goes out with the Noble Ape Simulation this release. Less confusing information 
- also less to maintain for every-day users. The last release hit about 6,000 by all 
estimates. I want most of the downloads of the next version to come via Sourceforge 
to pump up the development rating - which seems to have flagged with my illness.

Other than that, I have been working from home for the past couple of days. Mildly 
edifying and work is done, but it is nothing like fully recuperation-sick-in-bed. After-
hours, I have been thinking about making an open source wargame/realtime-strategy 
engine. I have some documentation and background. But really I always get like this 
near a Noble Ape release.

Maybe more later this evening before bed.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:52 pm, 12 May 2003

Still being annoyed by the middle ear - but closer to the 0.660 release. Just 
documentation and Windows menus to go. Bring on good health. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 09:28 pm, 11 May 2003

Between getting over my annoying middle-ear and working a five day week, I also 
want to get version 0.660 of the Simulation out by Monday-week. This release features 
the Windows GPI version. Not too colourful but it works. I had fun today getting the 
coreio.c to work without any references to the land or being variables. Always fun. The 
code was pretty rugged and did everything I needed. I missed a pointer copy issue 
which I fixed manually by setting all the needed values, but this will be fixed with the 
next check-in.

Aside from Noble Ape nerdism, I have been reading my White Dwarfs and sleeping. 
An early night tonight awaits. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 08:27 pm, 10 May 2003
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Today has been remarkably simple - check email, write weblog, edit code, sleep. 
Some observations in between...

Middleware

There is a huge industry called middleware in games which covers companies that 
don't develop games but develop components of or entire game engines, support the 
game development process etc. I am starting to read more about this section of game 
development because if I was to start a company - this is probably the area I would be 
able to develop from without too much moolah down. As I already do AI, graphics and 
platform integration with Noble Ape, it is a good way to create good engines and allow 
the content to be created by others.

From my reading, middleware is a hard industry and there is a lot of consolidation 
currently. You also need to be able to support a diversity of game console platforms 
and increasingly things like mobile phones etc. From my reading of game developer 
mailing lists there is already a lot of middleware based on open source components. 
It would be nice to use some Noble Ape components for middleware development.

The rise of middleware seems to be a function of two things;

(1) game engine complexity has gotten to the point where it is infeasible for a game 
development studio to write their own engines, and conversely,

(2) the entry level to be a game developer at a game studio is -er- different to the rest 
of the software industry.

On (2), high turn-over requires a number of folks in seats. Process seems to be a 
huge part of traditional software engineering in the UK. Software engineering feels 
like 1950s engineering with a keyboard and mouse replacing the drafting board. It is 
very disciplined and referential to a golden age. Game development appears to be 
much more pragmatic. I digress.

High Desert Warhammer 40k

I have subscribed to the High Desert W40k mailing list. I really like the High Desert 
area - probably more so than my wife. It is easier to have a fondness of a place where 
you haven't spent your high school years. My wife seemed to know everyone. So my 
subscription to the list is about attempting a web of familiarity. Most of my wife's family 
still lives in the area so it would be nice to have some social group independent of the 
in-laws that had a link to the UK.

WeFunk Radio
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I haven't posted anything on WeFunk this month. I have about 15 show archives that I 
listen to in constant rotation at work. Their Shoutcast server has been down for a 
couple of months now, I add to my archive a show or two a week to keep it fresh. But 
as an idea - putting public radio on the internet to form international communities of 
public radio listeners - WeFunk is untouchable. The quality and diversity of music they 
play is also untouchable. They have expanded my funk listening and provided a 
number of new East-Coast favourites too.

Sleep

I have spent five hours asleep today to try to recache my sleep reserves and run my 
painful middle-ear out of town. As the dates on the log show, more sleep is generally 
needed. Quality not quantity. An early night shall follow. Good evening.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 07:05 am, 10 May 2003

Barbalet - Not a Nut?

Following the narrative from yesterday, I was concerned that a slight slip might render 
me a nut in the relatively insular webloggin' community - of which I am already a bit of 
an outsider.

It turns out a few peaceful words, admitting I could be wrong on content and restating 
my basic point actually brought some agreement.

Also a cause for celebration, after a year and a few days, someone is actually linking 
to this Log! I feel humbled that I produce content that people want to return to read. I 
have included a link back to Mr Frosty Mug and a number of additional links. 
Unfortunately they are all a bit nerdy - not a hip one in the bunch - aside from Mr Frosty 
Mug of course. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 11:48 pm, 09 May 2003

Interesting read, in particular how the ideas have developed and how much of what 
was talked about then, is so relevant with the current development. What if!

The Archive of n2-source in text

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 11:22 pm, 09 May 2003

n2-source Mailing List

Back in 2000, there was an early pre-cursor to the Noble Ape Developers Mailing List 
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called n2-source. Starting the new mailing list, I have been experiencing flashbacks 
from that short lived list. I felt like it only really existed for a month or so. Maybe more.

Anyway, being a Friday I thought I would dig around in my backups and find the email 
archive which contained the n2-source posts. The whole period of living in Sunnyvale 
CA, seems like a very distant memory. I don't feel connected to that self at all. Going 
through the email archive, the same familiar names came up. A few unsuspecting 
ones. People I hadn't thought I had communicated with then. A lot from people who I 
have just totally lost contact with. The interesting thing was the number of my 
Australian friends that continued to email me when I was in Sunnyvale.

I think the quality of my emails dropped off progressively. I was very isolated there. I 
lived by my own devices and aside from living in almost constant telephone meetings, 
I didn't know anyone who I considered a friend. Not like the friends I had in Australia.

Discrete Identity

When I studied Philosophy, Metaphysics in particular, we were always given the 
example of identity - of self identity - being a discrete thing. That you were different at 
different points in time. I can only really understand this after the Bay Area experience. 
I feel further now, from that time than I could have felt before that time. I feel my self 
identity today has the entire US experience removed.

I guess this goes back to the Wozniak A&E documentary. It is about piecing back a 
particular time.

My wife bought me a Run DMC compilation CD. The songs before about 1988, I can't 
listen to and the songs after 1993, I can't listen to. My familiarity with Run DMC comes 
through that period. I don't want to listen to any other part. My wife comments my 
musical tastes - my pop music tastes - are frozen from 1990-1993. I don't think it is 
quite that chronic - but it was an important time for my formative identity. 

So I will push these bits online and then look at the n2-source emails. If there are any 
points of interest I might post them here - with the names changed to protect the 
innocent.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Friday, 05:31 pm, 09 May 2003

Road Rage

I have seen two incidents of road rage today. The centre of town is being redeveloped 
- more pedestrian refuges - and the cars, who have long sped through Wilmslow, are 
fighting back. The first incident was with a car and another car and it involved 
aggressive driving and blocking. The second was with a car and a pedestrian.
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It is strange the issues of conflict and how people react to them.

Weblog Dialog?

I left a comment on Gen Kanai's website a couple of days ago noting how small the 
weblog community was. I really try to keep my language neutral when I leave any 
comments on sites or even in emails. It is very easy to read too much in to humour for 
example or a throw away line. The digital communication medium seems to make 
basic communication amongst unknown folk difficult.

I went back today and there was a response from someone who agreed with me. And 
I expanded what I said - but unfortunately ambiguity slipped in and I divided my 
argument between control of a small group (the loggers) and content of the same 
group. Content is an emotive argument. It is a matter of taste. By doing that I had lost 
my point to the critical reader.

So my thought was - can you be critical without being seen to be hostile? Can you 
make a point of disagreement without appearing to be hostile? Gen's response to my 
post was to post a couple of articles about how everything was great with weblogging 
and Microsoft was looking at weblogging seriously.

More tonight. Catharsis.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 10:56 pm, 07 May 2003

I rarely write docs I am impressed with. Tonight's offering is no different;

Current Developments in the Noble Ape Simulation: May 2003

It was written for new developers or other folks interested in tracking the scattered and 
somewhat manic set of Sourceforge requests/trackers relating to the Simulation 
currently.

A weblog I have to plug;

http://www.highpricedtalent.com/weblog/blog_Index.htm

The log on being robbed [6 May 2003] was classic. I rarely read something so funny. 
Congratulations to the logger. Nice to have something to read other than this pseudo-
high-brow middle-class z88t that passes as weblogs these days.

Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 05:32 pm, 07 May 2003
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My emailer crashed this morning, that rippled through the text editing software and my 
online connection brought the weblogging experience to a premature end - I didn't get 
a chance to push the bits online. I am finding my Eudora emailer (5.2) increasingly 
unstable. It has always been temperamental - but it is nice to have email running at 
the same time as your other programs?!

In a fundamentally digressive move, I fear, I purchased the A&E Biography of Wozniak 
today. It was filmed when I lived in the Bay Area and had regular contact with Steve.

I have heard naught from Steve for a couple of years now. Really, like my friends in Oz, 
you lose contact with people when you live in another country. He caught up with me in 
May 2001 when I returned briefly to the Bay Area and this photo was taken.

I have been thinking quite a bit about what the next big project will be. Noble Ape is 
reaching critical mass and there are a number of technologies I am interested in 
developing. Thinking about business models is always challenging for the technical 
mind. In the interim, the 9-5 is keeping me off the streets and I have been thinking of 
additional things to put into my chapter revision for the mysterious simulation book. 
Good afternoon!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Wednesday, 07:07 am, 07 May 2003

So many topics I have written on a scrap of paper to write on, so little time. I will 
italicise what I can and let the speed typing ensue.

The First Encounter?

Follow the isolation logging entries, I received an email from Gen Kanai today about 
an entry I left on his site/log. I have left three or four in total, most with a lick of lemon, 
but all valid points. I don't actually have much information on who Gen is. He may well 
be someone well known. His weblog seems kosher and he puts just single line 
comments with links to articles most of the time. He is also heavily linked.

Open Source Blues?

I received a nice email from Dave Kerr last night which is neatly archived in the [na-
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dev] archive. I am feeling that the conversation with Dave is coming to a natural 
conclusion on the topic of collaboration at least. Why? There is not really a lot to 
collaborate on. The languages are different the aims are somewhat different. The 
user bases are very different. But I am still going to try aiplanet and attempt to get it 
working on MacOS.

I was going to write more in the IGDA IPR Committee, but my emailer crashed for the 
second time this morning, bringing down all other apps in its wake! Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:16 pm, 05 May 2003

The Noble Ape development won out today - quite a bit done. Quite a bit more to do. 
For the remainder of the evening, some heavy reading with the wife. Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Monday, 10:10 am, 05 May 2003

Bank Holiday Blues

Today is a public holiday in the UK. As the locals call it, a bank holiday. I am feeling a 
little sleep deprived actually. Too many late nights with the view that I could catch up 
sleep over the extended weekend. My wife has worked over this period and I have 
been woken with her working hours. In short, I lied to myself in order to justify late 
nights and now I feel worse the wear.

A number of things I could be doing today. As always there are a number of 
Simulation to-dos. My neglected Imperial Guard army needs to be painted - or painted 
some more at least - and there are a number of chores around the house that should 
be done. The tyranny of choice. The Simulation work seems pressing to me. Perhaps 
the nature of my development addiction. It never ends in actual fact - there are always 
new features to add. But hopefully it benefits someone in the long run. Good morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sunday, 11:54 pm, 04 May 2003

I have been reading Justin's Links for a couple of months now. I found it through Doug 
Rushkoff's rarely updated weblog, and around the same time Justin signed up for the 
International Game Developers' Association Intellectual Property Rights Committee 
(aka IGDA IPRC), of which I am the co-chair.

Justin is the poster-child for the upper-middle-class drop-out who dusts himself off 
and turns his hobby into a means of cultivating his extroversion. In this respect he is 
also the weblog poster-child. To be honest, I treat his site like a soap-opera and 
occasionally write a little in Barbalet's Log that reflects what I have read on his site - 
the entry on Conventions on Nothing for example. I have no hostility towards the fellow 
- I have never met him - but his lifestyle is indicative of his kind. Quite familiar to me.
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I have browsed his site on three or four occasions to a certain depth. Nearly every 
personal relationship he has is logged in technicolour with photos and poetry. It 
becomes a little extreme - but he also provided photos of Doug Rushkoff's wedding. 
An event I was invited to, but couldn't attend.

I was tapping away this evening and I decided to check email, whilst online I went 
onto Justin's site and followed a set of links about his time at Wired in San Fran and 
ended up on a page with him sans clothes. As I do, I had a couple of windows up 
including the responses to his request for money from his readers to pay for his ISP 
bill. He had been relying on others to pay the bills as they came in, then those paying 
the bills stopped and passed them on to him in a large chunk.

Quickly his reading-public turned on him - in a narrative which amounted to either get 
your mother to pay it, or get a job. There was a small narrative about how he clearly 
purchased expensive goods - which he tried to respond to - but was quickly rebutted. 
Ultimately the narrative on his bills and the birthday suit photos left me with a similar 
feeling. There needs to be a way of using the web about people which isn't voyeurism.

Aside from this analysis I have been working on some major internal changes with 
the Simulation. My transition between isolated developer and isolated developer who 
gets occasional developer related emails, has left me with a number of questions. I 
will probe further in future logs.

One final thought for the evening - today marks the sixtieth anniversary of the end of 
the Battle of the Atlantic. This was between the British Navy, Merchant Convoys and 
the U-Boat (German Submarines). They will not mark this anniversary any more 
because too few people are still alive from the Battle.

This, to me, is upsetting because it is one of the most important and longest running 
battles of the Second World War. Australia continues to mark Anzac Day - which was a 
total military failure and of the First World War. Perhaps I just have a skewed view of 
history. Good night!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Saturday, 11:51 pm, 03 May 2003

Strange for a weekend - but I spent most of the afternoon working on the Noble Ape 
Simulation. I added energy/speed and modified a lot of the internal ape movement 
rationale. It was probably the most fun I have had with the Noble Ape Simulation in 
years.

This new development adds to the already obese to-do list. But it was great to have 
some fun with the Simulation. I ponder what the Simulation has actually become in 
my life.

In parallel with this, I have been corresponding with Dave Kerr over the past couple of 
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days about a potential collaboration with his ai.planet development.

Dave Kerr
I don't know what will come from the discussion. But it is nice to be talking with others 
about developing large-scale AI simulations and keeping it open source. I have just 
seen the time - good night!
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 10:14 pm, 01 May 2003

I have updated the long suffering Logtrack with anchors and a slightly new format. The 
anchors will make it easier to back reference the logs. The only concern I have is 
when referencing an external current log - for example the Source Log from this log, 
the reference will be lost when the log is no-longer current.

In any case, new logtrack, mild change in format. I am thinking of doing something a 
little more radical with the font and colouring... Good night.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Thursday, 06:56 am, 01 May 2003

New month, and a multitude of sins are cast away to the archive. My wife worked the 
early morning shift this morning, so I will head into work at my usual ridiculously early 
time. Ridiculously early by UK standards at least. Good morning.
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